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Abstract
This report provides an account of the 2018 caving expedition to the Tresviso area of
the Eastern Massif in the Picos de Europa of Northern Spain.
The 2018 expedition was undertaken with collaboration between a number of UK
based caving clubs and the Spanish AD KAMI club, under the name of the Tresviso
Caves Project.
As per previous years the majority of work was concentrated on the resurgence cave
of Cueva del Nacimiento, a 13km+ cave system with a height gain of over +535m
from the entrance. The catchment of this cave totals 37 km2 and, if linked with
known cave systems high in the Eastern Massif, would create a potential 1500m+
deep underground traverse.
The main effort in 2018 was to continue work in the furthest reaches of the cave,
around the areas known as Death Race 2000, Die Hard and Jurassic World. A series
of steep ramps lead to the highest known points in the cave and a number of leads
were investigated at these highest points. In addition, a reinvestigation of some of
the caves on the higher Andara range was continued.

Picture: Pina Colada traverse, Cueva del Nacimiento (Rob Middleton).
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Introduction
The Picos de Europa is a range of mountains 20km inland from the northern coast of
Spain, forming a Westerly extension of the Cantabrian Mountains. It consists of
three main areas, the Western, Central and Eastern Massifs. It was the Eastern
Massif (Andara) that drew the attention of Lancaster University Speleological Society
(LUSS) in the early 1970s.
The early years of LUSS exploration were spent pushing Cueva del Nacimiento
(Cueva del Agua)1 located at the foot of the mountain range. Over the years this
was pushed to the 11km and +300m mark, but after several years the cave was
abandoned as all the major routes sumped and no continuation could be found.

Picture: Vegas de Andara, Andara (Phil Walker).

LUSS turned their attention to the Andara region higher up the mountain range and
sought caves that would drop into the Nacimiento system and hopefully create a
record-breaking -1500m traverse. They found a number of deep caves around this
‘top camp’ area. Sara, Tere, Flowerpot and Sima 56 were all pushed to respectable
depths but the connection remained elusive.
In 1986 / 87 the South Wales Caving Club (SWCC) and LUSS briefly turned their
attention back to Nacimiento and investigated a number of sumps and pushed a
1

Cueva del Nacimiento is the official Spanish name for the cave known to UK cavers as Cueva del
Agua. All UK publications pre-1996 refer to the cave as Cueva del Agua.
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bold steeply ascending ramp gaining over 200m of height, at the back end of the
Nacimiento system with a number of leads left unexplored.
Between 2011-2014 the SWCC returned to Nacimiento to re-investigate the
possibilities of mounting remote trips to the furthest regions of the cave, and
reclimbed the steep ramps discovered in the 80’s, including a successful dive of the
Far Upstream Sump in Nacimiento, extending the sump by another 80m and down
to a depth of -46m. Additionally, the Death Race 2000 chamber was explored
discovering a way down past the previous limit of exploration to find over 700m of
new passage.
Since 2015 the Tresviso Caves Project has continued work in Nacimiento finding
more cave passage above the Death Race 2000 chamber, extending the cave by over
1km and reaching a new height of +534m above the entrance.
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Expedition Aims
The 2018 expedition was comprised of 54 cavers, split across two teams, one based
in the village of Tresviso and the other based at the Vegas de Andara campsite.
Across the two teams there were a number of aims.
Cueva del Nacimiento
•
•
•
•

Jurassic World – Terror Firma – multiple avens and climbs,
Pina Colada Bypass - a 3-10m wide rift was seen leading away from the Pina
Colada sump,
Joe’s Crack – un-descended shaft behind Death Race camp,
Parting Friends – a dive of the Parting Friends sump.

Cueva de la Marniosa
•

Beyond Sump 2 – a dive of Sump 2 and exploration beyond.

Pico Boro
•
•
•
•
•
•

T173 Dossers Delight (Torca del Cueto de Los Calabreros) – re-rigging and
exploration of leads,
T169 Flower Pot (Torca del Picu Boru) – re-rigging and exploration of leads,
T190 Torca Septrin – re-examine previous limit of exploration,
T207 – re-examine previous limit of exploration,
Surface sweep and logging of entrances in Sara Depression,
Surface sweep and logging of entrances in Pico Boro area.

Sistema Castillo
A large mine and natural cave complex in the Minas de Mazarrasa area. The Pozo
del Castillo series was explored to -293m2 depth in 1983. The potential of the cave is
significant but currently a collapse prevents getting to the end. The Pozo Natacha
series ends at -309m3 depth and is close to the same point in Pozo del Castillo.
•
•
•
•

Pozo del Castillo – shoring and bypass of the rock collapse,
Pozo del Castillo – other entrances,
Pozo del Castillo – surveying of Natacha upper series and location of possible
surface entrance,
Pozo del Castillo – Natacha 1983 series, explore at current limit, derig and survey.

Valdelafuente / Sobra Valley
• Re-locate draughting surface entrance on Valdelafuente, close to the 80m aven
beyond Sump 1 in Cueva del Marniosa,

2

Current resurveying work places Pozo Castillo closer to -310m deep, but unconfirmed.
Pozo Natacha was originally reported as -282m deep in 1983, and a small extension in 2018 gave a
depth of -310m. The resurvey in 2018 shows actual depth as -279m, including latest extensions.
3
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T20 (Sobra Valley) – sandstone sink above Hall of the Mountain King in Cueva del
Marniosa,
Yorkshire Inlet in Cueva del Marniosa. Exploration of col above aven (also close
to T20),
Upstream series in Cueva del Marniosa. Large black voids above the streamway.

Sierra del a Corta
Above the furthest reaches in Cueva del Nacimiento is the Sierra del Corta. A
heavily wooded area with a number of promising leads, that could potentially drop
into Cueva del Nacimiento and provide an easier route into the back-end to aid
exploration at the far reaches.
•
•
•
•

T554 - large 100m shaft on the Sierra del a Corta,
Al2 - a drafting shaft not yet bottomed. Jurassic World in Cueva del Nacimiento
appears to be heading directly towards this site,
T294 Oh What Pot – continuing passage,
Surface prospecting close to vicinity of Terror Firma in Cueva del Nacimiento.
Terror Firma is only 40m vertically and 200m horizontally from some parts of the
surface in the Sierra del a Corta region.

Other
• Locate and survey T89 General mine. This may be another way into T87
Mazarrasa, bypassing the entrance collapse,
• Locate and descend FT43, which draughts strongly. It is almost directly above
Boulder Chamber in T87 Mazarrasa and would provide a bypass to the collapse at
the T87 entrance.
• Surveying of Cueva del Nacimiento top entrance series. There are a number of
unsurveyed and minor leads in the area,
• Prospecting on Hoyo Oscuro and Hoyo Evangalista. A number of locations in this
area are the current highest entrances on the mountain range,
• Mine 2.32a – there is a large unsurveyed level (with tram lines) leading to
unexplored passage.
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T13 - Cueva del Nacimiento
A full description of Cueva del Nacimiento is not provided here, but comprehensive
details and surveys can be found in previous reports4 and the expedition website5.
The following sections summarise the main discoveries made on the 2018 expedition.
Further details of the exploration and discovery are described in Appendix G:
Expedition Log.

Joe’s Crack
Directly behind the Death Race 2000 camp, in the vicinity of An Evening Stroll is a
descending rift, Joes Crack. The entrance to the rift is just beyond the camp in the
wall, stoop under a boulder leads to a narrowing passage that quickly becomes an
awkward rift which narrows downwards. Part way along the rift widens slightly and
a pitch can be descended for 8m to the floor of the rift. The pitch starts off tight, but
widens towards the bottom. At the bottom of the pitch the floor of the rift dips
downward in a direction beneath the traverse above. The upslope quickly ends, but
down slope can be followed for a short distance. Here the passage is approximately
two metres wide, narrowing upwards, and the walls are covered in brittle calcite.

Picture: Death Race 2000 camp, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).

4

"Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987)
5
http://www.tresvisocaves.info/
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2018 extensions
Turning right at the brittle calcite leads to a pitch series, currently rigged (2018) with
a single 50m rope from here to the end of the extension. The rope ends in a loose
boulder choke (caution) and a way on down through the boulders follows a small
stream before quickly ending. Heading forward it is possible to pass through a
narrow slot into a sizeable chamber. This chamber contains a dry aven and an inlet
passage, neither of which have been explored. The inlet passage does not appear
too steep, is quite sizeable and could provide some entertaining upwards exploration
without too much effort. The dry aven will need climbing gear.
An interesting part of the cave, and another inlet that could be followed with
interest. It is likely to be upstream of the water that appears at the base of the
Death Race water pitches, before reaching the Pina Colada streamway.
Note: Following 3 days of storms, the cave was very wet on the day of discovery, with
the Pina Colada canal impassable, so the inlet in Joe’s Crack may be dry when revisited.
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Satan’s Chode
From the Teeth of Satan, a 4m climb on the right-hand side gains a gently ascending
ramp on well sculpted rock. Following this leads to an ascending rope series (ed. rerigged from naturals in 2018), culminating in a large phreatic passage trending away
from the Teeth of Satan. This passage can be followed for some 70m to well
decorated chamber containing a climb up and a pitch down. The climb leads to a
further 60m of extraordinary formations, ending in a mud choke. The pitch down
(~10m) remains unexplored, however, it is likely to have been explored in the 80's as
some solitary footprints were spotted.
Access to the upper series now requires a steep (but safe) climb out of Satan’s
Chode, this is the first rift on the right-hand side after the pitch head. This climb is
~15m and steep and ends in a rift. Straight on leads towards the original access
point to this area, a steeply ascending calcite ramp (now de-rigged). There is also a
short 3-4m climb near the ramp which has not been passed. Although assumed to
be an alcove, a draught was detectable here during the original exploration (2014).

Picture: Satan’s Chode, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).

Back at the top of the climb, the passage turns right to a series of narrow rifts on 3
levels containing some unique formations. In this rift are several unexplored
downward leads, these are all narrow and take a slight draft. It is assumed these
connect with the main trunk passage below, Satan’s Chode. There is a small amount
of air movement throughout the upper series.
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Actual Terror
Jurassic World is the current highest horizontal passage in Cueva del
Nacimiento). Originally discovered in 2015, the passage ends in a draughty dig
where the ceiling meets the mud floor. Around 20m before the end is an inlet aven,
Terror Firma, where an obvious 6m deep choked pot has formed from the water
entering via the aven.
The aven is gained from a bridge between the pot and a muddy slope down. A swing
out under the dripping inlet leads to a dry 15m pitch up to the water inlet. Beyond
this the main aven continues, this ends at the roof after a further 10m (unsurveyed)
The water inlet is entered via a slot (3m wide, 2m high) and is then followed
ascending at a 60-degree angle. The muddy slot is traversed for 10m before it
opens out and continues. At this point the aven splits. To the right is a dry old brittle
breakdown passage which has been climbed on brittle rock for approx. 12m to a
calcite ledge. The aven then closes up to an impassable slot with no apparent way
on beyond (a rock in the tight area could be capped in order to take a closer look to
see if the passage continues as a tight way on around a corner; due to the lack of
draught, it is unlikely that this way continues.) This aven has been derigged back to
the ledge at the exit of the muddy slot.
From the ledge beyond the muddy slot, the wet muddy way continues up, Actual
Terror. The passage is easily free climbable for 3m and a way on through a window
following the water continues to another ledge. An awkward exposed step (rope
and long legs recommended) enters the ledge, and continues with an awkward
climb, this ends after 10m with the water entering through a narrow impassable
crack. A rope is required for ascent/descent.
There is little prospect remaining in the avens of this region.
Page | 12
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The Silky Carpet (above the Death Race Rift)
Starting from the well decorated chamber above the Be More Arwel Aven there is a
steep calcite climb in the back corner and an ascending ramp trending back over the
main Death Race rift.
The calcite climb chokes out after 10-15m; however, the ascending ramp leads to
100m of breakdown passage, The Silky Carpet. At the top of the ramp is a large
square chamber with two ways on.
Left leads directly to an undescended 8-12m pitch back into the main passage.
However, the pitch is broken at -5m where approx. 20-30m of continuation passage
can be seen to head towards a rock arch (estimate 2-3m high). It was not possible to
see beyond the arch and it is entirely feasible the passage continues. This presents
an interesting lead as it trends away from the main rift. None of this section was
explored.
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Picture: The Silky Carpet, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).

A strong draught was felt down the right-hand passage of the square chamber. This
was followed for approx. ~100m via a series of short calcite climbs to eventually
reach an eyehole back into the main Death Race Rift. Three climbs were noticed and
two were attempted, but these quickly choked out in calcite. The last climb was
quite steep and headed directly towards a large area of stal, so further progress is
unlikely.
The large square chamber of the Silky Carpet can be obtained via a short pitch series,
beginning at the base of the Be More Arwel aven.
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M6 Toll Bypass & Jurassic Highway
From station 2208 in the Death Race 2000 Aven Series a passage descends down an
8m pitch, followed by a calcite ramp of 10m, and another 6m pitch before a final
10m steep ramp leads to a bold traverse of 30m around the Death Race 2000
chamber. The M6 Toll Bypass begins at the start of the 30m Die Hard traverse.
The pitches are left rigged above so that station 2208 (the high point of the Death
Race Avens) can still be reached. However, the original access route from Death Race
has been fully derigged, and thus the passage above and beyond (Dirty Pretty Liar)
can now only be reached by the M6 Toll Bypass.
The M6 Toll Bypass begins from the start of the original aid climb, the far side of the
Death Race chamber from camp, and up a short leftward traversing scramble. The
M6 Toll Bypass traverses out left on mud, and ascends a short pitch to a rebelay. At
this point a step down and out onto the left wall reaches a ~20m pitch on steep
Page | 15
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calcite with a rebelay. A short traverse at the top of the pitch gains the Die-Hard
traverse (ropes from previous access route are left in situ).

Picture: M6 Toll Bypass, Cueva del Nacimiento (Sam Deeley).

At the far side of the Die Hard traverse an ascending mud ramp of 10m traverses left
and continues vertically on mud as a pitch for 5m. At this point it is possible to leave
the Death Race / Die Hard traverse ropes, and continue into the Die-Hard passage.
A large passage continues for 40m, passing under the pitch down from the I’m Not
into Yoga series, before narrowing, where the main draft is encountered, with a
short crawl / stoop under calcited white rock.
The passage widens once more into a large chamber, passing under the aven leading
to Sand or Smeg Chamber. Towards the back and left of the chamber an obvious
step down is the continuation into a narrow rift passage (before stepping down, if
you free climb up the right wall it is apparent the chamber is part of a large
continuing rift). Following the narrow rift passage, the floor and walls are of loose
and broken rock, with a streamway below the broken rock (the water can be reached
Page | 16
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to refill bottles for camp). Within 10m the passage slightly opens and a short 3m up
pitch is found (care required loose rock, in situ rope from 2018).
Below the rope a stoop continues into meander passage, this is the original route and
includes an awkward wide step traverse as the first obstacle, a tighter section with
vertical squeeze, an 5m and 3m climb, the second climb is an awkward upward
squeeze at water level (this meander is part of the Die-Hard traverse).
The 3m pitch rope step up is the Jurassic Highway, a bypass to the meander. The
highway is a 2m wide calcite false floor passage above the meander, with easy
walking on a comfortably steep angle to gain height with minimum effort- a rope is
in place on a slightly steep section of calcite. This 5 minute of easy caving avoids 60
minutes of bag passing, meander squeezing squalor; including the potential to get
wet.
Jurassic Highway finishes in a break down chamber, with a 5m pitch up, a short
traverse brings you out partway up the muddy ropes ascending from the meander.
These are joined, with 2 rebelay to ascend to the ledge window. A step down, and
5m stoop reaches the pool of Dinosaur Aven and a free climb (rope now in situ, 2018)
beyond the water fall gains the continuation of Jurassic World.
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Here’s What You Could Have Won
From the end of the Pina Colada streamway follow the fixed pitch/ traverse (2018)
down and to the right (North) along the sump pool to where the chamber pinches
into a rift. A climb onto calcite then ascends a short pitch (7m) to fixed rebelay. The
passage continues directly above as an approx. 10m bolt + free climb towards a
continuation in the rift, currently unexplored
Follow the rigged rising traverse back to the left (SW) and above the sump toward an
obvious ramp / passage in calcite. Here a series of rigged flowstone climbs can be
Page | 18
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followed to the end of the rope. A final handline 6m climb to a rising ramp crosses a
number of dry gour pools to a final climb of 3m (currently not rigged) to a T junction
with a large passage crossing horizontally.
Note: All ropes rigged and left in situ 2018, including the Pena Colada Streamway
(care must be taken, as there is the potential for a lot of spring flood water).
Right (NW) ends quickly in a large (20m x 15m) chamber with an attractive gour pool
in the floor. A large flowstone feature enters here from approx. 30m above. This is a
promising lead and would be a large bolt climb (with free elements) to find the
source of this flow. Open passage is not visible; however, it is not possible to see the
entire roof and the water is entering from the roof.

Picture: Here’s What You Could Have Won, Cueva del Nacimiento (Rob Middleton).

Left (SE) continues in a 5m x 5m passage, quickly encountering a descending ramp on
the left side of the passage. This is not descended and would require a rope to
descend. It is likely to connect with the Pina Colada sump pool; however, it may
place the caver in a better position to explore other leads from the pool.
Continuing straight on beyond the descending ramp leads to a choke which appears
terminal.
Note: while crossing the Pina Colada sump pool the south (left hand) end of the pool
becomes visible. This appears to be a steeply ascending rift/ramp which would
require bolting/ a boat to access and probably bolt climbing. This may be easier to
access by descending the down ramp lead mentioned above.
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Better than Digging
By the left wall of the Die Hard passage, opposite the final bolt of the Die Hard
traverse, is a smooth calcite lump. Behind this, is the Better than Digging aven.
Initially this is climbed in a rifty chimney for 12m to reach a small ledge and a
window back into the main passage. Above here, the aven opens out slightly.
Climbing up to the left and up the centre, on loose mud and calcite, it is possible to
get most of the way up the aven, however no obvious way on can be seen, and no
draught is present.
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T19 - Cueva de la Marniosa
WGS84 30T x: 0361359 y: 4790462 z: 974m.
A full description of Cueva de la Marniosa is not provided here, but a comprehensive
description and survey can be found in previous reports.6

Sump 2 and beyond
Sump 2 is just over 20m long and -5m deep (2018 visit, water slightly lower than in
2017) and surfaces to a gravel slope and streamway, approximately 3m wide and 5m
high initially. This continues with similar dimensions until a chamber is reached at a
'junction' with several possible ways on. The left passage, follows the water.
Unfortunately, the passage reduces in size, eventually narrowing to a choke after
around 15m. This choke can be entered for a few metres but its stability is
questionable.

Picture: Sump 2, Cueva de la Marniosa (Joe Daniels).

Back at the junction, a climb up on the right (slippery) seems to approach a dead
end, but a climb back down on the left (care required) bypasses the choke reached in
the left-hand passage and re-enters the streamway, which reaches a second choke
after ~20m. During this climb down, a side passage is passed at head height on the
left (crossing over the choked passage below) and is the main continuation.

6

"An Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979)
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Following this side passage leads to a large passage, which can be followed for
around 50m, via a few small down-climbs, until a 6m pitch is reached. This pitch is
undescended, but seems to re-join the main streamway beyond the final choke. The
passage appears large, heading SW.
Note: Rigging this pitch for future exploration will require bolts as the 'naturals' are a
little suspect. In addition, despite being fairly high up, this pitch clearly takes
significant flow evidenced by stagnant pools along the length of the approach
passage.

Extra Caverns Series
The Extra Caverns Series was first explored by L.U.S.S. in the 70’s and referenced a
number of possible leads. In 2018 the area was revisited and resurveyed, revealing
some errors in the survey and description, with possible further leads for future
exploration.
At the bottom of the main 22m pitch, follow the obvious slope down into the
continuing main passage. The start of Extra Caverns Series is a crawl through a low
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and wide arch on the right. Immediately after the arch the passage enlarges and it is
possible to stand and walk. After 16m an aven (approx. 12m unclimbed) enters on
the left. Two low crawls on the right, either side of the aven end quickly. The
passage continues for 17m to a low inlet crawl on the left (this has not been
explored but is extremely tight). After another 12m an obvious chamber is reached,
Mud Chamber, with a number of ways on.
A few metres back from the chamber an inlet on the right quickly lowers to a series
of tight bends that connects back with Mud Chamber.
On obvious mud bank on the left, marks the start of an obvious steep ramp up. This
has been climbed to around 45m height, generally following the trend of the passage
below. The lower passage is reached by a 3m awkward down climb. 30m of large
impressive passage follows to the base of an easy calcite slope (C11). The passage
continues briefly before lowering into a tight rift. It is possible to push this to small
chamber, but there is no obvious continuation.
Ahead at Mud Chamber leads to a short climb down, right connected back to the
previous small inlet. 5m ahead on the right is climb up into passage leading north.
After another 5m a junction is met. Left leads to 8m of passage lowering to a crawl,
this has not been explored. Right leads to 50m of passage, passing mud banks on
the left and an unpromising flat out crawl on the right. The passage ends at a small
calcite flow with no way on.
Continuing straight at Mud Chamber there is an obvious steep calcite ramp. This has
been climbed to around 40-60m in height and still continues and is unsurveyed. To
the right of the base of the ramp after 3m a low crawl is reached, this has not been
explored.
Following the passage left out of Mud Chamber follows a small immature streamway
upstream, with a slight draft. The stream can be followed for around 50m to a sharp
right-hand bend. A passage on the left leads after 10m to two possible climbs
(unexplored) and the main passage ends after another 10m. Back in the streamway
a chamber if reached with an obvious wet aven entering in the right. The aven is at
least 25m high and the first 10m appears to be an easy climb on calcite (not
explored).
The passage continues past a C15 up on the right (not explored) for another 45m to
an old boulder choke. There are a number of muddy climbs up in the area, but the
main route continues to a C4 down into a small chamber. There are 3 avens entering
the chamber (none have been explored).
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Boulder Choke 1 (Immolation Chamber)
Approximately 2 minutes upstream in Cueva de la Marniosa the first boulder choke is
reached. Immediately before this there is an awkward climb up amongst calcite.
This leads to an aven which makes it way up through the boulder choke and is very
loose. Above this the chamber breaks into a large rift (approx. 15m x 20m in places)
which is almost certainly older mature passage above the immature stream-way
below.
In the downstream direction there is another drippy aven which was not explored.
Upstream the rift drops down a muddy ramp to a short pitch which most likely rejoins the boulder choke below. Traversing around this pit however continues along
the rift to another pitch (undescended). The continuation of the stream-way can be
seen below.

T20A – Cueva de la Silvestre

Tresviso 2018

T20A – Cueva de la Silvestre
WGS84 UTM 30T x: 0360767 y: 4789715 z: 1121m
Warning: This cave could be very dangerous in wet conditions, there are several
constrictions which would be impassable and several pitches which would be
virtually impossible to rig safely. The cave was bolted very sparsely (2018) and most
of the pitches would benefit from some back-up.
Entrance:
Cueva de la Silvestre is difficult to find, using someone with knowledge of the
location and the route to the entrance is recommended.

Picture: T20A Cueva de la Silvestre entrance shaft (Jason Gotel).

Park in a small layby at the head of the Sobra Valley, a few hundred meters down
from the Jitu de Escarandi carpark. Follow a steep logging track down into the valley
(x:0360170 y:4789574 z:1261m). After following the track down the hill for ~1520mins there is a short splitting of the track and a slightly less dense patch of
woodland after the convergence. Shortly after regaining the woodland take a righthand turn through some trees on a very faint animal trail. There may still be some
flagging tape (2018) on the trees here (x:0360561 y:4789789 x:1139m).
Continue through the trees, roughly perpendicular to the track, to enter a larger
clearing, continue ‘straight’, until a steeper slope down is met. Trending slightly
downhill, after passing a hole in the ground a larger stream is encountered, cross this
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and trend left through some trees. An elongated opening is found approx. 25m long
and 2m wide along its length. This is AS1 Cueva Donga (x: 0360667 y: 4789666 z:
1150m)
Once at AS1 Cueva Donga, set the GPS (x: 0360767 y: 4789715 z: 1121m) for
Silvestre.
When looking at Cueva Donga, the route to Silvestre is behind to the right, through a
fern filled dry streamway. After this go up to the right, skirting the dip in the ground
in front. Stay at this high-level round to the right, until a patch of young trees in
encountered on the left, go through these young trees. There is a clearing with a
decaying tree trunk in the centre, a doline beyond, and a small slit shaped pot in
front approx. 2m wide and 5m long, with Silvestre written in the opposite corner to
the decaying tree trunk.
Description:
The 25m entrance pitch (Pitch 1) is a fairly insignificant rift, it is possible to rig off a
rock near the head of the pitch using a 40m rope but this rock is not very secure. A
10m longer rope would be useful for a tree backup or the placement of additional
bolts. One side of the rift is quite friable and the pitch is best descended one at a
time. The base of the entrance pitch is a mud, rubble and bone slope, in a large
descending passage.
Heading downslope reaches a large chamber with three ways on. Looking up it is
possible to see the debris blocking the original open pot. Directly ahead, following
the right-hand wall leads to an unexplored dry fossil inlet (2018), the other two ways
are upstream and downstream passages of a streamway.
Upstream quickly leads to a low puddle of unknown depth and length, which has not
been passed (2018). Heading downstream, (Pitch 2) a short 4m pitch and a series of
climbs can be rigged with a 10m rope. Follow the water down the first clean washed
stream section, on the right is a slightly drippy large inlet (unexplored).
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Picture: T20A Cueva de la Silvestre (Jason Gotel).

The clear way on is to follow the stream left through the large eyelet (Pitch 3).
Several re-belays provide a slightly drier 10m drop to the floor which needs a 20m
rope. At floor level the stream disappears though the boulders in the floor of this
large chamber. To regain the stream, follow the obvious large passageway heading
down and round to the left and directly away from pitch, (several large inlets are all
unexplored in this chamber, 2018).
After some large boulder navigation, the stream is regained and can be followed
down a freeclimb down a large block and then to the first of two short pitches. The
first (Pitch 4) is a 3m drop requiring a 6m rope and the second (Pitch 5) is an 8m drop
requiring an 11m rope. The second short pitch lands you near a pool of water. Skirt
and bridge several pools ignoring the large inlets on the left (unexplored), in
between two pools is a climb down a distinct conglomerate block, easiest on the left.
You will soon arrive at a blank wall in front and a lower section drops on the right
through a short pool forcing you to crawl for approx. 2m. Emerging from the
boulder ruckle the cave quickly enlarges to a sizable rift which the water cascades
down.
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Keeping to the right of the stream the head of the next pitch (Pitch 6) can be gained
on the right-hand wall. The 13m pitch can be rigged with an 18m rope and a single
bolt backed up from a natural in the wall behind.
Electronica
At the base of the pitch a short section of lovely clean washed stream passage leads
to the head of the Electronica Pitch and a very large chamber. This is a fabulous pitch
with many white lines in the wall, as well as evidence of serious flood conditions. This
pitch would be very dangerous in high water!
The first section (Pitch 7) is rigged with a 60m rope using a series of free hangs and
pendulums in an attempt to avoid the water, down to the large ledge some 40-45m
below.
The water flows off to the right but the next section (Pitch 8) is gained directly over
the edge using a 25m rope to reach the floor of Electronica some 17m below, which
is littered with boulders and leaf mulch (leaf mulch is also evident over >5m up the
walls).

T20A Cueva de la Silvestre (Jason Gotel).
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The Electronica shaft has a substantial aven entering, alongside several smaller ones
and is larger than the Hall of the Mountain King in Cueva de la Marniosa.
At the base of Electronica it is possible to follow the stream, descending round to the
right and then down via a 1.5m free climb where the water disappears into rift type
development. The mud-covered high-level passage above the stream has only been
traversed a short way, and may be worth further investigation.
Continue downstream following the narrower rift development. Ducking under a
ramp of calcite blocks forces a crawl at stream level, followed by traversing out to
reach the head of the next two-part pitch (Pitch 9) requiring a 15m rope and
entering Waterfall Junction.
Waterfall Junction contains three ways on. Two passages end in sumps via short
pitches (one on the left, south west and one back underneath the waterfall).
The Wet Willy.
This short diversion begins by ‘running’ through the waterfall at the base of the
Waterfall Junction pitch. A descending rift can be followed for approx. 10m before
arriving at head of a pitch (Pitch 10).
Traverse across the ceiling avoids the water and a 3m descent (20m rope in total)
leads to an inlet passage directly opposite (unexplored).
Descending a further 3m leads to another smaller inlet (unexplored) before the final
5m drop lands back in the stream way. Following the stream leads almost
immediately to a sump.
Bob’s Crusade
At Waterfall Junction, an obvious dry passage heads back under the rift developed
passage above. Following this several deep pools can be avoided by the long legged
and gymnasts to reach a series of climbs. All the climbs are followed by pools,
reminiscent of ‘marmites’ in a dry canyon. All pools contain a layer of ancient leaf
mulch in their base and oil on the surface, creating a very unusual appearance.
Following the passage leads to three pitches (requiring a 20m, a 15m and a 10m
rope) then a sump.
In the final chamber was a fine collection of snotties and some spiders. Just above
the last pitch is an open rift, and there is air movement throughout the passage
above, this is worth a look. The water level here is at the same level as Marniosa
and may prove to be a flood overflow heading up towards Andara.
Big Girls Don’t Cry (The Derbyshire Digger)
Ignoring the two sumped passages, the main way on is up a devious climb directly in
front. Begin climbing on the left, corkscrewing up (rigged 2018). At the top of the
handline the rift continues in a northerly direction. Through some fine fossil rift
passage, passed by traversing and many short climbs. After a hundred meters or so a
right turn is followed by a calcite flow, with a handline and fixed traverse line leads
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into the continuation of the rift (rigged 2018).
A tight slot through a puddle in the floor is bypassed by a climb above, coming to
Brew Chamber (not a chamber, just an enlargement in the rift). From this point, the
rift takes on a more downwards trend, with 3 significant downclimbs (10m, 4m &
2m) followed by a P25 and a P20 (rigged 2018), all the while following the howling
draught.
A striking long, straight section precedes a final 2m downclimb into Harrison
Chamber. At the far side, a short climb over ancient calcite leads directly into the
Cueva de la Marniosa streamway. Right leads to Hall of the Mountain King and left
leads downstream to the rest of the cave.

Picture: Harrison Chamber, the connection point between Cueva de la Silvestre and Cueva
de la Marniosa, Silvestre enters from the rift in the background (Jason Gotel).
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T169 Torca del Picu Boru (Flowerpot)
WGS84 UTM 30T x: 0359951, 4786262 z: 1785m
T169 Torca del Picu Boru, or Flowerpot as it was originally known, was discovered
and explored by LUSS between 1980 and 1981, reaching a depth of -723m. No
known exploration of the cave has occurred since the time so a revisit with modern
lights and drills opens up the possibility of further progress.
Entrance:
On the Eastern slope of Picu de Boru (not the main Pico Boro peak). 100m from the
ridge from Northern end of Del Moro depression, scramble up to entrance

Picture: T169 Torca del Picu Boru entrance (Lydia Leather).

Description:
A detailed description of T169 Torca del Picu Boru is included in the LUSS 1981
report7 and the current expedition website8. The following sections are additional
discoveries or previously unsurveyed sections.

BEN Series – Boulder Bluff
Heading left (upstream) from the Rock Garden leads through 15m of easy rift
passage to a climb down onto a ledge, halfway up a large shaft, with two small
waterfalls entering from above on the opposite side of the chamber. A bolted yhang gives a clear drop of 25m to a gravel and rock floor, with both waterfalls having
merged and sinking through the floor. Turning away from the water, the passage
descends and becomes a snaggy crawl for 10m to the head of a 10m pitch. After
climbing out of the crawl, the pitch can be rigged on naturals behind you. At the
7
8

“Tresviso 1981”, LUSS (1981)
https://www.tresvisocaves.info/
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bottom, a horizontal rift can be followed for about 2m before splitting into a
downwards and horizontal rift, which are both too tight (10cm wide). This final pitch
is completely dry with no draught, the water must take some other route.
On the pitch, 5m above the floor, it is possible to pendulum around a corner on top
of a large boulder. This is presumably the bottom of the boulder pile which forms the
floor of the Rock Garden. Following the left wall leads to a very short section of rift,
and then overlooks a chamber which can be seen from the Little Weed rift. Various
other, very loose, gaps up through the boulders can be seen, which are presumed to
link back to the Rock Garden.

BEN Series – Aerial Antics
From the ledge above Boulder Bluff, a 10m bolt traverse over the pitch head,
followed by a 10m bolt climb upwards leads to a ledge with a few chocked boulders.
Walking 10m around a corner leads to a clean washed 5m high pot containing one of
the water streams.
A free climb just back from the corner leads to the top of the pot, where the water
enters from 7m above, from what would be a tight squeeze, at the top of a bolt
climb.
Behind, traversing and a pendulum over a variety of chocked boulders (up to 5m in
diameter) eventually leads to a stance under an impressive false roof. Heading away
from the main shaft here leads back to overlook the previous climb.
A bolt traverse around the wall of the main chamber for 6m leads to a pot containing
the other stream. This was bolt climbed for 8m to see that the rift the water
emerges from is choked with rocks.
Further bolt climbs upwards in the main shaft may be possible, however the
vertical/overhanging nature of the shaft above this point would make them very
difficult, and no obvious aims/leads were spotted.

BEN Series – Bottom of the Barrel
An alternative route onwards was discovered from the bottom of Pozo del Lago
through a fossil rift passage found at a slightly higher level than the known route.
From the foot of Pozo del Lago a tall rift continues with the stream entering at a low
level. The way on is a wide shelf a metre above the floor gives access to a mid-level
opening in the rift. Further on in the mid-level the rift bells out to a small chamber
with shallow pools of water, and this is the original route on. Above this part of the
chamber a layer of dry mud separates the higher level of the rift.
Before the pools of water are reached, routes upward give access to a high level with
large shelves of mud suspended in the rift. Traversing the higher-level leads to an
inactive upper region. Continued traversing across dry reddish mud leads around a
right-hand bend, the mud floor here is probably false. On the right-hand side a short
climb up flowstone (with 'draught' scratched into the calcite) into a draughting hole
is unexplored. To the left, the floor drops away and a short rift continues coated in
loose dry reddish sand, leading to a pitch head. Bottom of the Barrel (10m) drops
along a large calcite flow to a mud and crystal floor.
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The only way on is a short clean rift passage, which briefly widens into a small
chamber with a mud floor, the rift continues to another pitch head. The 6m Tequila
Sunset descends a calcite flow to a fine crystal floor. A 2m climb down enters a tall
rift coated in calcite popcorn. After a short distance the rift opens into an
undescended pitch and falling water can be heard (but may join back into the
known system).

BILL Series – Deflowered Chamber
From the 2nd pitch in BILL series (7m) a tight sideways crawl to the right leads to a
new ~15m chamber with impressive stalagmites. The chamber was bolt climbed
from a sloping ledge to the left of the stalagmite, up over a flake nose gradually
leading left to a small calcite flow. Over the lip, this leads to a ledge about 3x5m
where the calcite flow continues across the ledge and up to a hole in the roof from
where the flow comes in.
Up to the left of the flow a tiny ledge allows the climber to look into the hole, which
appears to continue up with the flow in a tight sloping tube. This seems to be around
20m above the entrance crawl and water dripping into the crawl form the top might
suggest a small inlet or connection up there.

BILL Series – 2018 extensions
The 1981 limit of the BILL series was at a -150m at a tight rift. In 2018 an alternative
route was found over the too-tight rift.
From the previous limit of exploration, just before the water turns right to sink in the
final rift past an awkward pitch head (10m), climb high and continue through a small
squeeze.
The squeeze leads to the rift continuation, following the draft through crawling and
easy traversing, though small bags could be dropped. Halfway along this 40m of
passage, a portcullis of stal columns is bypassed below with ease, this gives the
passage its name - Ivory Market. The end of the rift is marked by a change in its
nature, as the floor opens below into a large chamber.
A short traverse line and access pitch of 8m leads to the Elephant’s Trunk pitch,
descending 30m into the chamber below. There is potential for continuation above
this pitch head, unexplored. From the chamber, the only way on is 20m of body
sized tube, leading to a sharp rift containing Invasive Species, the final pitch of some
70m with 20m of access pitch rigging and traverse above.
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Picture: Invasive Species, T169 Torca del Picu Boru (Tommy Moore).

Part way down this pitch there is a small inlet window (unexplored). The large flat
floor contains a slot that forms a familiarly sized rift; Waterway to Spend Sunday,
that appears too tight for further progress.
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Sistema Castillo is the Spanish name given to a collection of caves that link together
underneath the Minas de Mazarrasa area of Andara, including Pozo del Castillo, Pozo
Natacha, Segura 2 and Torca la Reloj (Clockwork Pot).

Pozo del Castillo (T145, Castillo I)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360524 y: 4785376 z: 1870m
Location
Starting from the Caseton de Andara refugio follow the obvious track above the
refugio with markings for Pozo de Andara. At the obvious junction (before reaching
the lake depression proper) take the left-hand path that zig zags up the side of the
mountain. The track passes many holes and ruined cabanas until it reaches an
obvious mined area, with fences around some of the shafts (Minas de Mazarrassa).
Continuing south follow the main path. After a couple of switchbacks on the track,
the ground levels out before a further small ascent to an obvious large open pothole
(Pozo del Castillo) on the left. All the entrances are around this area, west of the
Castillo de Grajal peak.
Description
A detailed description of Pozo del Castillo is included in the 2016 report9. The
following sections are additional discoveries or previously unsurveyed sections.

Pozo Natacha
The constriction at the previous limit (2017) can by bypassed via an obscure crawl in
the rift at eye level, around an awkward bend. This soon improves to standing
height and opens to the head of a 20m pitch. Beyond, following the rift at stream
level, a further 5m pitch is descended to where the rift soon becomes too tight. The
rift can be followed at stream level for 4m until becoming impassable, with no way
on at any other height.
The full Pozo Natacha series was resurveyed to a revised depth of -299m.

9

“Tresviso 2016”, Tresviso Caves Project 2016
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Picture: Limit of exploration, Pozo Natacha (George Breley).
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FT16 Connection & Basket Case
From the main Pozo Castillo main level, a low crawl on the right, leads to a small
chamber and an obvious window, with a boulder and snow collapse. A 5m pitch
descends under rubble and at the side of a huge snow-plug. The snow plug is the
same one as seen from the surface down the FT16 and FT17 shafts and entered part
way down, if continuing along the Castillo mine passage to FT16.

Picture: Pozo del Castillo (Lisa Boore).

Traversing round the snow-plug (tight in places) gently slopes down and around for
around 10m, passing two obvious side passages
The first passage is Basket Case. The passage extends for around 50m, with some
old miner’s baskets present at the end. There are a couple of unexplored leads in
the area, although they would all appear to be heading back up and probably
connect with the upper Pozo Castillo levels. Approx. 10m along the passage there is
an obvious tight rift on the left, heading down. This appears impassable but a good
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draught does emit from the rift. To the right is an unexplored mine passage.
Straight on continues for around 30m, past the baskets to an obvious slope up filled
with mine spoil.
The second passage is around 20m long and leads to a junction, one immediately
ends, the other is a steep 5m scramble to another dead end.
The route round the snow plug continues down to an obvious chamber with 2 ways
on. Left leads back around the other side of the snow-plug to the 5m. Right leads to
the sump at the bottom of FT16. It would appear that the route back up to the FT16
entrance is currently blocked with snow.
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T516 - Cueva de la Cabeza de Vaca (Cowshead Cavern)
WGS84 30T x: 362314 y: 4790563 z: 894m.
A full description of Cueva de la Cabeza de Vaca is not provided here, but a
comprehensive description and survey can be found in previous reports.10
Sump 1 Upstream Ramp
Just beyond Sump 1, on the right, is an ascending ramp heading up above the
upstream sump pool. This climbs steadily for 20m until it reaches the top of a
muddy climb back down. The climb (5m) is slippy but passable without equipment
and leads after 10m to an un-dived static sump, and another rising ramp to the left.
This ramp climbs and heads rightwards into an inclined rift, with both ascending and
descending passages. Descending here leads past some attractive formations to a
5m pot into a sump pool (this is the air bell in sump 1), a continuing slope leads to
another sump pool after a further 8m which probably connects underwater.
Back at the junction climbing up and rightwards in the rift gains an improbable
rightwards continuation which leads after 20m to another descending ramp, (there
may be a tight way on in the rift climbing above the rightwards continuation but it
looks poor, and presumably very near the surface). The descending ramp leads after
20m to a small muddy crawl which eventually leads to a mud choke. (This may well
provide a bypass to sump 1 if dug as it is approx. 40m from the muddy tube above
Sump 1 in the passage leading to the sump).

10

"Tresviso 2016". Tresviso Caves Project. (2016)
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T190 – Torca Septrin
WGS84 30T x: 0360109, 4786462z: 1696m
A full description of Torca Septrin is not provided here, but a comprehensive
description and survey can be found in previous reports.11
Exploration in 2010 and 2014 abandoned a number of ‘too tight’ leads in the system.
The constriction at the 2010 limit of exploration was passed to a small chamber. To
the right, closes down again and the higher-level fossil passage is impassable.
At the bottom of All Go – No Show (discovered in 2014) a small phreatic tube is
constricted in nature and no way to turn around, exploration was wisely abandoned.
A 'walking passage' lead at the bottom of No Room at the Inn is actually an
impassable tight, 30m high rift. However, a phreatic fossil tube bypass above this
leads to 20m of miserable crawling. After a calcited constriction, a small (7m) pitch,
Backshot, leads to a pretty fossil mud chamber.
A small window in the foot of the chamber leads to a tight stream. Upstream closes
down, and a muddy fossil chamber has no way on. Downstream is a tight squeeze
with a larger, standing room streamway passage visible beyond. This likely connects
to the other side of the ‘walking’ lead but what lies beyond is unknown.

AS3 - Sima Vuc Pot
WGS84 30T x: 0361948 y: 4788450z: 1320m
Location:
From the Jitu de Escarandi carpark take the track to Bejes down the hairpins until the
farmers track is seen on the RHS. During the descent of the hairpins, make note of
the nearest rocky outcrop, Sima Vuc Pot is located here. Take the farmers track and
follow it to the top, then trend right towards the rocky outcrop, passing AS2 (a short
blind pot, 0361802 4788448 1290m), there is no track and it is best to follow a GPS.
Description:
Sima Vuc Pot is in the middle of a series of obvious shake holes with fluted sides,
labelled as AS3- 2018. The first pitch from the surface is 23m, rigged from nearby
tree, with a re-belay on a boulder.
At the base of the pitch is a double opening in the side of the shaft, with a strong
draught. This leads directly to the 2nd pitch of 33m. The 2nd pitch begins quite
narrow, but quickly opens up to a sizable boulder chamber, with the pitch continuing
below. The boulder chamber was not explored, as the draught came from below.
At the base of the 2nd pitch, a narrow descending canyon leads to a 6m down climb
and a small chamber. The canyon becomes impassable but a draught is present. It is
possible that capping may allow a smaller caver to pass.

11

"Tresviso 2014". SWCC. (2014)
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At the previous 6m climb down, it is possible to traverse over the top of the small
chamber and into a keyhole at roof level of the rift. The keyhole passage descends
steeply to what appears to be a tight pitch head, which remains unexplored. A small
and determined caver might be able to progress here and this may bypass the
constriction in the rift below. The draught is also present in the higher level of the
rift.
An interesting cave, draughting outwards, in an interesting location. However, it is
likely to be too small for further progress.
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Not What Pot
WGS84 30T x: 0361345 y: 4787227 z: 1500m
Location:
Approaching the cave from the North West, descend the steep 10m high karst slope,
to a 2m x 3m entrance shaft at right hand edge (viewed downslope) of the rock
exposure.
Description:
The entrance shaft has two old spits, placed low down on the north wall. However,
the southern wall provides a natural thread and large rock boss to give a sloping 5m
descent to a boulder wedged across the rift shaped passage. A single bolt rebelay at
the wedged boulder gives a free hanging descent of 13m to a sloping gravel floor.

Picture: Not What Pot (Stu ‘Dreads’ Coxon).

Upwards from the gravel slope a 1.5m wide rift has not been followed but appeared
to curve to a drop, possibly into the main chamber below.
Down the gravel slope a large boulder (which contains an old spit in its outer face) at
ground level forms the lip of the final pitch. A single bolt to the right as viewed
looking down the pitch, gives a sloping descent to a rebelay after 10m, followed by a
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deviation 4m below and finally landing on the chamber floor after a total 18m
descent.
A chamber approximately 30m in diameter slopes from the gravel cone at the base
of the pitch towards a rock rim at its downslope edge. Beyond this rock rim extends
to a wide down dip bedding passage, a clear route is not easily identifiable but small
canyons in the bedding floor may provide a way on.
No draught was detected, although the air was generally fresh and cold.

FT12
WGS84 30T x: 0360535 y: 4785518 z: 1733m
Location:
On track leading from Caseton de Andara to the Mazarrasa Mines, just before the
switch backs up to Pozo Castillo, is FT14 Hasta Luego. FT12 is on the obvious track
below, heading toward the Segura 2 entrance.
Description:
The entrance pitch is 10m (best re-belayed twice) to a boulder floor at around 8m.
The floor descends over very loose rock and it is best to remain on the rope. At the
bottom a muddy traverse of 8m passes over the top of a continuation pitch through
various mine debris and stemples. This pitch is approx. 5m (undescended) and
probably connects to another down pitch and then end of the muddy traverse
(undescended).
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At the same level as the top of the stemples, there appears to have been a passage
entering from a general westerly direction. This is probably FT10 (Caseton) but now
collapsed.
Just before the end of the muddy traverse there is an aven coming in. This is approx.
10m and has wooden stemples (unclimbed). The traverse drops down 1m to a wider
passage that has a climb on the left and an obvious mine passage straight ahead.
The left-hand passage ascends for 16m (at 25 degrees to an obvious snow plug and
daylight entrance. This is FT11.
The mine passage continues for 10m to a right-hand bend, before another 6m of
passage leads to an obvious shaft on the right, with the sounds of water. This is
probably (although unconfirmed) the 2nd pitch in FT14 Hasta Luego. There are a
number of passages leading off from the head of the pitch (assumed to be FT10 and
other entrances into FT14). A steep unstable slope at the end is also probably FT13
or FT14a
Note: early records state that there is a vocal connection with Pozo Castillo from
within FT14 Hasta Luego. However, the systems would appear to be at least 100m
apart. A more comprehensive survey of the additional entrances and a resurvey of
FT14 Hasta Luego is recommended.
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T88 - Suerte
WGS84 30T x: 361075 y: 4786018 z: 1782m
Location:
Obvious mine entrance at the side of Caseton de Andara (Caseton de Andara) is T87
Mazarrasa, climb up the spoil heap above T87 to the first level ground. The entrance
is on the left 10m from the spoil edge.
Description:
A 2m square, muddy floored, mined entrance can be followed for 80m to a junction.
The right-hand route leads down over an old mine cart and continues beyond. The
left-hand route continues for another 10m to a heavily shored section, with the
passage continuing beyond for at least another 10m. This route drafts strongly.
The 1979 LUSS report states that both junctions choke, but this was not confirmed
and over 110m of passage was explored in 2018.

T89 - General
WGS84 30T x: 360974 y: 4785808 z: 1786m
Location:
Obvious mine entrance at the side of Caseton de Andara (Caseton de Andara) is T87
Mazarrasa, climb up the spoil heap above T87 to the first level ground. The entrance
on the left 10m from the spoil edge is T88. T89 is directly above T88 on the next
'slope'.
Description:
A 2m square obvious walk in mine entrance with muddy floor. The level splits after
30m but both ways soon end with roof collapses.
The original 1970’s R.C.A. mine schematics show that the adit turns sharp right (east)
and connects to the adit coming from the Remon mine (T87 Mazarrasa). T89 was
revisited in 2018 and confirmed that both branches of the adit are fully collapsed
and impassable. Total explorable passage is 51m.
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T154 - Cuesta
WGS84 30T x: 360668y: 4785503 z:1835m
Location:
From the Pozo de Andara (Lake Depression) take the first left track up towards the
Mazarrasa mine area. Follow the track into the large, flat floored depression riddled
with mines, many surrounded by green fences. Cuesta lies in the back wall of the
depression just above the floor and is labelled in red with CUESTA.
Description:
The entrance quickly leads up over a small rock pile to an opening to the surface 8m
above. A significant draft is evident at this point and throughout the cave (follow the
draft at each junction!). The rock pile drops back down to re-enter the obvious mine
adit. The mine passage continues in a southerly direction for 90m, in a 2m x 2m
passage, until an obvious aven enters on the right, with a trickle of water. The aven
is a 3m climb (not explored) and appears to head south, in a tight rift parallel to the
main passage.
After 12m the passage reaches a junction. The right-hand branch, is 30m, passing
some small pools to a dead end. The left-hand branch heads east for 50m to anther
junction. Straight on leads immediately to a collapse of mine deads. It may be
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possible to crawl over the top of the deads, but this has not been attempted.
However, this would appear to have once been connected to the ELANA mine
entrance (1970’s R.C.A. mine schematic).
Turning right leads after 17m to another junction. The right-hand junction leads to
80m of passage and a dead end. The left-hand route continues to follow the draft for
80m before an obvious pitch on the right is encountered. The pitch head appears
unstable and there is evidence of an old winch platform. The pitch is at least 15m
and is currently undescended.
5m past this first pitch an obvious pitch / rift across the mine passage is
encountered. The remains of an old wooden bridge are present, and appears
unstable. The pitch below drops down at least 10m and is most likely connected to
the previous pitch at a lower level. Above the wooden bridge, the rift continues up
past some wooden stemples. This is assumed to be the connection to T123 ROSA,
but unconfirmed.
Across the hole the passage continues for another 5m to a sharp left-hand turn but
this has not been explored. According to the mine schematics this leads to around
80m of passage, possible to a dead end.
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The 2018 expedition has continued to build on the successes of previous trips
advancing exploration in line with objectives and discovering over 2.5km of new cave
and a number of new leads. Over 3km of existing cave was also resurveyed to
improve accuracy of old data and provide a better picture of the interconnected
systems.
Cueva del Nacimiento
Exploration in Cueva del Nacimiento still remains a challenge. The distance and
nature of the cave has prevented numerous cavers from reaching the end and
thunderstorms during the expedition produced some unexpected reactions at the far
end.
The large Pina Colada sump was crossed to give access to an ascending rift / climb
that led to another 150m of passage, and an aven at the end remains unclimbed.
Given the ramp like nature of the system this area is of particular interest, not only
has it dropped back down to stream-level, it is now heading back up and in large
fossil phreatic passage.
Terror Firma, at +534m the highest point in the cave, was climbed once more but the
lead closed down with no further progress.
Although it did not produce new passage, the re-rigging of the Death Race traverse
and other climbs opens up the possibility of increased success over future
expeditions as the time to the end of the cave from the Death Race camp has been
reduced from 3-4 hours to a mere hour.
Cueva de la Marniosa
Sump 2 was dived again to the previous limit of exploration. Another 150m of cave
was explored over a 3-hour trip beyond sump 2 by 2 cavers and was stopped after
encountering a 6m pitch into the continuing streamway. Logistics for diving at such
a remote site (with full SRT and rigging equipment requirements) prevented further
exploration.
T20A Cueva de la Silvestre
An unexpected discovery was a surface sink in the Sobra Valley. Sites have been
known in this area since the early 70’s exploration but with no real systematic
exploration occurring. One site in particular provided a series of pitches into an
active stream. The location and direction of the cave pointed to an obvious
connection to Cueva de la Marniosa.
The cave was explored over 4 trips reaching over -230m depth and 780m long.
Finally, on the last trip a connection with Cueva de la Marniosa was achieved. This
has created a through trip and increased the length and depth of the system to
5.5km long and -463m deep, the 7th deepest cave in the Andara range.
T169 Flowerpot (Torca del Picu Boru)
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The BEN series was re-bolted and resurveyed to a depth of -304m, of the -723m total
known depth. Neither Boulder Bluff or Aerial Antics were found to be ongoing, but
there remain several unclimbed avens throughout the BEN series. The alternative
route onwards from Pozo del Lago led to around 100m of new fossil passage with
two pitches (Bottom of the Barrel – 10m and Tequila Sunrise – 8m). There remains
an undescended pitch with the sound of water suggesting this re-joins the active
streamway and possibly the known route.
In the BILL series an alternative route around the previously abandoned constriction
at around -150m led to over 100m of pitches and a new maximum depth of -260m.
There remains an unexplored continuation above Elephants Trunk pitch, as well as a
inlet part way down the final Invasive Species pitch which was unexplored. It is
thought that the chamber closes down at the bottom of the final pitch however this
is worth investigation.
Additionally, the higher-level Deflowered Chamber was discovered and pushed
upwards where it appears to head towards the surface, although this eventully
closed down.
Sistema Castillo
The snow plug that has prevented access to the main cave for the last 30 years had
receded over the hot summer in Spain. A 5m pitch was dropped to tight rifts against
the remaining snow. Unexpectedly the passage popped out to connect to the lower
section of FT16 (explored in 2017). This now suggests that the snow plug is the
centre of a very large entrance chamber / shaft, at least 60m deep, with the snow
plug almost 30-40m high. The way on into Pozo del Castillo proper remains elusive
and is probably still beneath the centre of the snow plug. Further work in the
chamber next year may be successful.
The undescended 20m pitch at the bottom of Pozo Natacha was also passed, to a
further 5m pitch and another impassable rift
T516 Cowshead Cavern (Cueva de la Cabeza de Vaca)
Sump 1 was dived and an unclimbed ramp, just after the sump, was scaled leading to
159m of new passage. The passage heads back downstream.
T190 Torca Septrin
The 2010 and 2014 ‘too tight’ leads were explored and found to be too tight for
further exploration. There is the potential for the constriction at the bottom of
Backshot pitch to be capped for a way on, but it is likely to close down quickly.
There remain two higher level leads, one at the bottom of the 3rd true pitch where
the known way on leads down to the left, the passage also appears to lead to the
right and down which does not lead into known cave. This would require a
constricted traverse and potentially capping to widen the pitch head.
Additionally, there is a lead into a small active streamway at the bottom of the
furthest of two unclimbed avens accessed from the small chamber above Pussy
Attack. This was hammered for a time to widen the opening with no success. The
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stream drops 1m and then disappears around a corner, which could close down
immediately.

Picture: Tresviso team. Sitting L - R: Emma Battensby, Chris Jones, Emily Mackinven, David
Powlesland, Adam Spillane, Tom Chapman, Lisa Boore, Joe Daniels, Sam Deeley, Dan
Workman, David Collins, Hannah Moulton. Standing L - R: Derek Cousins, Jason Gotel, Bob
Clay, Kelda Jones, Arwel Roberts, Al Gott, Phil Walker, Ana Moradiellos Barreiros (Phil
Walker).
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Picture: Andara Team Top row L-R: David Botcherby, Michael Woodward, Jack Dewison,
Conor McGurk. Standing L-R: Jolene Pollard, Glen Sankey, Craig Hamer, Helen Fairclough,
Antonia Headlam-Morley, Lydia Leather, Leo Bradley, Michael Holliday, Rob Middleton,
Corin Donne, Ben Thompson, Jake Sturgeon, Olly Hall, George Breley, Dave Cattell. Sitting
L-R: Brendan Hall, Rachael Rix, Louise Baddeley, Max Kenworthy
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In total 54 people from 12 clubs were involved in the 2018 expedition:
Bradford Pothole Club (BPC)

South Wales Caving Club (SWCC)
Toby Dryden
Tom Chapman

Sheffield University Speleological Society
(SUSS)
Lydia Leather
Glen Sankey
Jake Sturgeon
Michael Mlyniec
Mark Holdcroft
Michael Woodward
Louise Baddeley
David Botcherby
Molly Smith
Oliver Hall
Conor McGurk
Leo Bradley
Jolene Pollard
Rachael Rix
Tommy Moore
Antonia Headlam-Morley
Max Kenworthy
Michael Holliday
William Burn
Corin Donne
Craig Hamer
Helen Fairclough
Ben Thompson
John Dewison

Chelsea Spelaeological society (CSS)
Lisa Boore

Nottingham University Caving Club (NUCC)
Lydia Leather

South Bristol Speleological Society (SBSS)

University of Leeds Speleological Society
(ULSA)
George Breley
Brendan Hall

Emma Battensby
Sam Deeley
Hannah Moulton
Phil Walker
Dan Workman
Stuart Coxon
Joe Sharp
Rob Middleton
Bristol Exploration Club (BEC)
Josh Bratchley
Cardiff Hill Divers (CHD)
Chris Jones
Dave Powlesland
Dave Collins
Emily Mackinven
Technical Speleological Group (TSG)
Alistair Gott

Bob Clay
Arwel Roberts
Unattached
Derek Cousins
Jason Gotel
Joe Daniels
Imogen Furlong
Adam Spillane
Kelda Jones

AD KAMI
Fernando de la Fuente Moreno
Grupo de Espeleologia Geologicas (GEG)
Alberto Ortega

Thanks also due to Alan Braybrooke, Howard Jones, Colin Boothroyd, Mark Sefton,
Carolyn Ginnever, Ken Daykin and the people of Tresviso.
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The 2018 expedition was run via the Agrupacion Deportiva KAMI club of Madrid,
using their exploration permits, granted from the Asturian Caving Federation, the
National Park and the Cantabrian Government.
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INCOME

TOTAL COST

PER PERSON COMMENTS

Balance C/F
Deposit
Ghar Parau
SUSS exped fees
University Alumni Fund
SUSS life members
Member Contribution

£700.00
£1100.00
£700.00
£3774.00
£750.00
£40.00
£24909.36

£14.00
£50.00
£14.00
£75.48
15.00
£0.80
£470.19

TOTALS

£31973.36

£639.47

EXPENDITURE

TOTAL COST

University of Sheffield
donation

PER PERSON COMMENTS

Transport
Ferries

£5000.00

£100.00

SUSS Transport
Fuel
Breakdown cover
SUSS transport

£5000.00
£1875.00
£1875.00
£1370.83

£100.00
£37.50
£37.50
£27.42

£3393.00

£67.86

6 EUROS per night

Day Fee

£3250.00

£65.00

£5 per day fee

SUSS food

£1607.28

£32.15

Distox

£350.00

£7.00

Through bolts

£91.12

£1.82

4 people per car x £800 per car
4 people per car x £150 per car
Additional equipment transport

Accommodation
Youth Hostel
Catering

Group Equipment

Rope

£189.00

£3.78

Mark Wright Order
U/G Food

£1076.00
£132.95

£21.52
£2.66

Allcord 200m

SUSS equipment

£1763.18

£35.26

Rope, metalwork

Misc.
Insurance

£5000.00

£100.00

approx. £100 per person

TOTALS

£31973.36

£639.47
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The original locations from the 1970’s and 1980’s expeditions are largely inaccurate
when plotted into modern GPS devices. The following are either new sites or older
entrances re-logged. Datum WGS84 UTM.
Cave

Area

Pozo Rosario
FT45
GA5
GA7
AN52
FT12
FT11
FT13
Part of FT14 system
Mine 42
Mine 41
IM2
IM3
IM4
IM5
IM6
IM7
IM8
IM9
DRE1
D1
D2
GZ1 up from DRE1
shake hole
cave chamber
shake hole
spring
shake hole
puddle
big slot
slot
slot
slot
leafy shake hole

Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa
Minas de Mazarrasa

T20A Silvestre
Cueva Donga
Sima Vuc Pot
AS2
Not What Pot
T340
Moss Pot

Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Sobra Valley
Sobra Valley
Sierra del a Corta
Sierra del a Corta
Sierra del a Corta
Sierra del a Corta
Sierra del a Corta

Zone
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T

Altitude
1810m
1867m
1871m
1878m
1808m
1833m
1834m
1839m
1840m
1809m
1807m
1139m
1135m
1133m
1131m
1124m
1119m
1128m
1134m
1113m
1115m
1118m
1113m
1183m
1165m
1169m
1137m
1134m
1096m
1101m
1109m
1090m
1074m
1056m
1121m
1150m
1320m
1290m
1500m
1503m
1414m

Easting
0360628
0360851
0360919
0360911
0361060
0360535
0360566
0360568
0360551
0360456
0360478
0360703
0360725
0360716
0360755
0360758
0360800
0360763
0360767
0360834
0360633
0360641
0360834
0361553
0361669
0361694
0361814
0361844
0361986
0362091
0362136
0362186
0362242
0362292
0360767
0360667
0361948
0361802
0361345
0361225
0361432

Northing
4785704
4785487
4785445
4785471
4785355
4785518
4785524
4785499
4785500
4785535
4785532
4789626
4789646
4789678
4789718
4789751
4789725
4789761
4789794
4789743
4789943
4789981
4789743
4789244
4789332
4789377
4789475
4789521
4789607
4789727
4789795
4789831
4789826
4789896
4789715
4789666
4788450
4788448
4787227
4787335
4786986
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Moss Pot 2
AS4
AS5
AS6
AS7a
AS7b
AS8
AS9
T161
F99
F100 Slice
F101 Manconde-who
F102 Chamonix
Shelter
F103 Drippy SUSS
bucket

Sierra del a Corta
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Valdediezma
Sara depression
Cueto de los Senderos
Cueto de los Senderos
Cueto de los Senderos

30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T
30 T

1403m
1015m
1052m
1082m
1103m
1097m
1121m
924m
1801m
1883m
1885m
1893m

0361431
362334
362288
362220
362175
362174
362129
362349
361408
359782
359683
359670

4787083
4789911
4789882
4789852
4789853
4789822
4789823
4789541
4785301
4785679
4785732
4785720

Cueto de los Senderos

30 T

1748m

359927

4786048

Cueto de los Senderos

30 T

1842m

359774

4785778

Table: 2018 grid locations, WGS-84 datum.
This information is being collated and published on the expedition website.
http://www.tresvisocaves.info/
Additionally, the large collection of old and new survey data is being updated,
modernised and stored with the UK national cave registry archive (http://caveregistry.org.uk/) under the Andara dataset.
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The following table details the passage explored and surveyed during the 2018
expedition:
Cave
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento

Survex Name
satans_chode_2
agua_top_entrance
agua_top_entrance_2.

Date
04/09/2018
04/09/2018
04/09/2018

Surveyors
HM, CJ
PW, SC, LB
PW, SC, LB

Length
68.30
260.86
324.54

Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento

joes_crack_2
silky_carpet
Hereswhatyoucouldhavewon
better than digging aven
actualterror
agua_top_entrance_3

07/09/2018
08/09/2018
13/09/2018
13/09/2018
08/09/2018
13/09/2018

CJ, HM
CJ, HM
RM, GB
HF, LB
DP, AR
LB, JG

123.67
91.25
132.75
65.14
14.31
75.99

Cueva del Marniosa
Cueva del Marniosa
Cueva del Marniosa
T516 Cowshead Cavern
T516 Cowshead Cavern
Pozo Natacha

marniosa_upstream
ExtraCaverns
sump2_beyond
T516_Cowshead_Extensions
T516_CowsheadCavern
natacha_im

06/09/2018
08/09/2018
04/09/2018
06/09/2018
09/09/2018
06/09/2018

SD, DW
PW, JS
JB, RM
RM, JD, JB
PW, SC, AG
IF, KJ

165.45
386.71
185.65
159.07
274.81
306.81

T145 Pozo Castillo
T145 Pozo Castillo
T88 Suerte
FT12
AS2
AS3 Sima Vuc Pot

castillo_ft16_connection
castillo_basketcase
T88_Suerte
FT12
AS_2
AS3_sima_vuc_pot

12/09/2018
05/09/2018
06/09/2018
06/09/2018
10/09/2018
10/09/2018

PW, LB, AS
AG
PW
PW
HM, CJ
HM, CJ

88.87
57.55
110.63
97.58
21.98
70.42

T20A Silvestre
T20A Silvestre
T20A Silvestre
T154 Cuesta
T89 General
Oh Not Pot

Silvestre
silvestre_pot_2
silvestrewet
T154_Cuesta
T89_General
on_not_pot

11/09/2018
13/09/2018
14/09/2018
12/09/2018
12/09/2018
14/09/2018

AG, KJ, SC
HM, CJ
AG, BC, KJ
PW, LB
PW, LB, AS
TC, EB

249.45
510.81
21.91
422.91
50.69
97.11

T207
T169 Flowerpot
T190 Torca Septrin
Pozo Natacha
T82 Karen
T82 Karen

T207
flowerpot_master
septrin_2
natacha_master
karen
karen_2

03/09/2018
11/09/2018
11/09/2018
07/09/2018
08/09/2018
09/09/2018

GB, TM
SUSS
SUSS
SUSS
SUSS
SUSS

124.52
1253.00
26.02
544.26
547.05
69.51
6999.58

TOTALS

Table: 2018 surveying data.
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The 2018 expedition was sponsored by the following:
Bradford Pothole Club: donated equipment,

Ghar Parau Foundation: financial sponsorship,

Ukcaving.com: donated rope,

Allcord / Tendon: discounted rope,

Safety Aloft Ltd (Mark Wright Training): discounted equipment,

Hikoki Power Tools: drills,
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Giraffe: branded clothing,

University of Sheffield Alumni Foundation: financial sponsorship to student
members,
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Bob Clay (BC), Emma Battensby (EB), Phil Walker (PW), Arwel Roberts (AR), Dan Workman (DW), Dave
Powlesland (DP), Chris Jones (CJ), Hannah Moulton (HM), Sam Deeley (SD), Derek Cousins (DJC),
Fernando de la Fuente (FF), Josh Bratchley (JB), Rob Middleton (RM), Dave Collins (DM), Joe Daniels
(JD), Tom Chapman (TC), Alistair Gott (AG), Joe Sharp (JS), Toby Dryden (TD), Kelda Jones (KJ), Lisa
Boore (LB), Stu Dreads (SC), Derek Cousins (DC), Imogen Furlong (IF), Adam Spillane (AS), Will Burn
(WB), Daniel Ballesteros (DB), Pepe (P), Frank (F), Conor McGurk (CM), David Botcherby (DB), Louise
Baddeley (LBa), Jack Dewison (JD), Corin Donne (CD)
Sunday 2nd September
Cueva del Marniosa
JD, JB, RM
Two hungover and one sleep deprived cavers eventually got going late in the afternoon and carried 6
x 3 litre cylinders to the first stream pitch where the rope was found to be cored and the bottles
deposited.
Vegas de Andara
CM
It was only 50m up the track before I missed the cramped and uncomfortable Frida (God bless her).
Max and I set off on our own, leaving Botch and Louise behind to guard the Landy’s next load. The
walk to the White House was uneventful, just a long period of pain, tears, and sweat; there were
plenty of breaks. With no decent sense of direction and no real clue we took the longer route using
the flawless logic of ‘well the Landy can’t do that’. A while long the track we were met by Glen and
Will, who told us our logic was well off, and not everyone drove to the camp. We hopped in and got a
lift back to the refugio for some water (we were low enough to die). With new directions and fresh off
a nice rest and a drink, we set off in the wrong direction again, climbing over a ridge way higher than
necessary. All in all, we made multiple navigational errors, didn’t prepare with enough water, and
forced ourselves through an unnecessary hell. 4/10 would not get lost again.

Monday 3rd September
Pozo del Castillo
PW, JS, AG, KJ
Castillo, the snow plug “dig” and boulder chocking. I’ve heard a lot about it, after some prospecting on
the surface. We kitted up, all were going light just to see what the snow plug and block in the roof
looked like. Stories of three previous trips to the snow choke saw the snow plug with too much snow
in it, forcing people across to the left of the passage, looking directly up at a set of 4-5 fridge sized
blocks held up by fresh-air and rotting wooden stemples.
Fast forward to this year, we entered briefly to work out what the snow plug looked like, AG was
posted in first and reported that it looked open. The first visit saw that there were a few blocks on the
left and an open pitch past the snow on the right. Lying to the left-hand side of the snow plug was a
winch made mostly of wood with some added metal for the winch handle, the winch itself was
approximately 6 foot in length and 1 foot wide. We decided with the addition of some rope, a drill
and some bolts and hangers, we could drop the pitch today. Kitting up further with SRT kits, drills
and other paraphernalia, we re-entered the mine, and quickly found ourselves showing Joe how to
put bolts in.
JS bolted down a 3m pitch to boulder floor, with some rope rub. Pitch descends wall of chocked
boulders assumed unstable. Deviation required to pull away and reduce rub. Rebelay bolted and
passage through snow plug followed to RH wall, culminating in second 3m pitch. Base of pitch lands at
T junction of natural passage leading to mined level, assumed recently uncovered by retreating snow.
Mine explored to discover too tight phreatic heading down 60 degrees, small draught. Found several
mine artefacts including woven baskets. Mine exited and JS pressed on following RH wall to reach
open hole in snow plug heading up into black void, ~50m. AG bolted deviation and all entered SG2
into sunshine. Coke at refugio and cushy ‘Disco’ descent to Tresviso.
Other Locations:
• FT45 - 0360851 4785487 1867m
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GA5 – 0360919 4785445 1871m
GA7 – 0360911 4785471 1878m
AN52 (main entrance) – 0361060 4785355 1808m
Pozo Rosario - 0360628 4785704 1710m

Cueva del Marniosa – Upstream Avens
DW, SD, DM, BC
Having been driven down to the entrance by JD, we entered the cave at 1300. BC and DC led the way
to the streamway, after which we split into two parties. Following the directions of DC, specifically
details of the climb over a calcite flow, we reached the first boulder choke. Quickly, we made the
decision to climb the first aven before the choke, in an effort to avoid any misery associated with
‘choke-finding’. Before we could even flip a coin to decide who would lead first, Dan had his down
jacket on and was ready to belay. I kitted up to climb first, scrambling up a first short section, under
drip, to a level false floor. Our intention was to climb directly up a flow-stone/calcite wall, chasing the
voids above. Very quickly, it became apparent that the flow-stone/calcite wall was utter sh*te. It was
more suited to ice-axes, rather than bolting. After many wields of the hammer, the occasional suitable
bolt placement was found, generally hidden by an inch or two of moonmilk. Eventually, I made it up
to a false floor level, where a pitch could be rigged back down to the level of the main passage,
approximately 12m below. The rift continues above, where it would appear to open up. The false
floor continues along the same level, where a small traverse needed to be negotiated – although this
is not considered the preferred lead.
All in all, a successful, friendly trip to begin the 2018 expedition. All kit was left at the base of the
climb so that it can be continued tomorrow.
Cueva del Marniosa – Sump 2 push
JD, JB, RM, AR
A late start saw us in the cave not long after 13:00 (much better via Land Rover) and good progress
was made down the entrance series to the 1st Pitch in the downstream passages where we’d left our 3
bags of cylinders the day before. Here we met BC and DM who had kindly diverted from their aid
climbing trip upstream to re-rig the damaged rope and check the other two streamway pitches.
Fortunately, the other pitches were unscathed and good progress was made to Sump 1 having lugged
7 bags between the 4 divers. The trip in was warmer than last year as we’d chosen to wear wetsuits
the whole way, compared to last year when we opted to get changed at Sump 1.
At the sump, kit was sorted (JB & RM taking 1 x 3L cylinder each, with JD and AR taking 2 each) and JB
dived first and inspected last year’s line. All was well, so all divers soon passed the sump without
issue. Kit was again sorted, with 2 cylinders, 1 x 30m rope, slings/tat and regulators in a drum packed
into 3 bags to be taken to Sump 2 between the 4 divers. Good progress was made through the oftenawkward stream passage, past the two pitches and to the start of the traverse/rifts where SRT kits
were dropped.
Slow progress was made through, in and over the sharp traverses with only a few small navigation
errors - JB luckily managing to remember most of the route and way down from last year. Eventually
the main rifts were reached where the team squeezed, thrutched, clambered and grunted through,
passing bags between them regularly. The deep pool halfway was no warmer than last year! This
section of cave felt much better than last year as a larger team allowed longer chains to be made for
bag passing.
After the rifts and boulder choke marking the end of the hard stuff, the lovely roomy stream passages
were enjoyed down to Sump 2. JB and RM kitted up and JB dived first with a single 1.5 L cylinder,
laying a 9mm rope as line and a tape to measure the sump length and survey. The old thin line from
last year was still intact, but didn’t feel secure enough. A bag of rocks on the back ensured that JB
sank enough to complete all tasks. RM unattached the tape afterwards and JB reeled it in before RM
followed through with a single 3 L cylinder, a drum of survey kit and compulsory rocks.
On the other side, kit was dumped and surveying commenced into the passage explored last year to
the limit of exploration. The two leads from last year (left hand rifty stream passage and right hand
stal climb) were investigated. The left-hand route led to a loose choke which was bypassed via the
right-hand climb (a rope would be useful here 8m), with a drop back down on the other side of the
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choke to ongoing streamway. This sadly ended in another choke, so a retreat was made to a side lead
noted further back towards the first choke. This was large, and continued in impressive fashion to a
few down climbs, ending in a 6.5m pitch. With no ropes or SRT kit a retreat had to be made. Diving
back through Sump 2, JB removed the old thin line and RM followed both passing the sump without
issue. JD and AR who had been keeping themselves occupied in the chambers and climbs further
upstream were found with their bothy feeling rather cold after 3.5 hours alone.
After JB and RM had gone through sump 2 JD and AR waited and listened for the sound link but there
was nothing to be heard. After waiting a few minutes to make sure JB and RM would not return
imminently JD and AR moved back up the stream way to look at a ramp on the stream right a few
bends before sump two. AR climbed the muddy ramp to discover some old boot prints and decided it
was too exposed to continue without a rope. Moving back to ‘Steve and Colin’s Aven’ a short free
climb led to a moon milk flow of about 60m. There appeared to be evidence somebody had previously
tried to ascend but we did not follow. There was a lot of surface debris in the area including worms,
leaves and plant matter. JD and AR then returned to the sump, collected the bothy and made for a
sloping soft mud ledge around the bend from sump 2 to try and make home for a few hours.
A slow, tired return was made upstream, with Sump 1 being passed by all without issue, and back to
the bottom of the entrance pitches. All divers struggled up these and through the between-pitch
obstacles with all kit (two bags each, including cylinders) before giving in and having to leave the
cylinder bags at the bottom of the 20m pitch near the entrance. A return was made to collect the
remainder of these and get a few photos two days later. Surfacing after 15 very tiring hours of effort
to the Land Rover was welcomed by all. Great trip!
P.S. Thanks to DW and SD for pulling 2 cylinders out from here to the entrance chamber the next day.
Death Race Camp (day 1)
HM, CJ, EB, DP, IF, AS
HM+CJ – Went ahead to look at the climb at the end of Satan’s Chode. Re-rigged old pitch series to
join back in with main passage at the Teeth of Satan. HM climbed and rigged a rope (8m). Passage
continues for 68m and heavily decorated, with bat bones and footprints. No way on. Disto broke so
estimated survey and tied into end of Satan’s Chode. Carried on to Death race and arrived at 2am to
find EB and DP only, looking quite sad. There was no stove in the camp. IF and AS had stopped at
Consort Hall with most of the kit. Cold rations and bed.
Underground by 1430 DP, EB, IF and AS made steady progress. However, AS was feeling unwell and
on reaching consort hall the group decided to split up. IF and AS stayed in the tent whilst EB and DP
went on to Death Race planning on two people returning with a stove to take AS and IF out the
following day. Having dumped kit at consort hall it took a few hours to reach the camp, passing CJ and
HM bags on the way. On reaching Death Race and searching all the bags at least twice for the stove EB
and DP ate cold rations before going to bed just as CJ and HM could be heard approaching.
Nacimiento – Combine Harvester traverse
DJC, TC, LB, SC
TC and SC went along the combine harvester traverse. we felt a strong draught at the start of the
traverse, however after crossing the pot downwards we both no longer felt any draught. We
continued passed the last bolt through a body sized narrowing into a small chamber with several body
sized options. SC went down to the right (left rigged from a stal column) to the bend and looked
downwards. No draught felt and the passage narrowed onwards. Looked like a dead end ahead. We
then reversed and left kit (2x 22m ropes and one 8m rope, 2xslings, 6 thru-bolts maillons and hangers
for future use) at the top of boulder hall for future use. A good day’s holiday, despite the uphill walk
back home!
Cueva del Marniosa – Upstream avens
DW, SD, DM
The planned trip as of Monday eve was Sam and I to continue the climbing whilst Dave and Derek
resurveyed the upstream passage behind us. However, in the morning Derek was not feeling up for
caving and we were reduced to a group of three. We set off slightly later than planned but with a later
callout we decided we should still be able to get a good amount done. The trip down to the
streamway went by at a good pace and we arrived at the water after 40 minutes. After arriving at the
bottom of the climb we moved all the climbing gear up to the next level whilst Dave stripped
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yesterday’s hangers and maillons beneath us. As Sam had climbed the day before it was my turn to
don the buckaroo suit. With a shaky start whilst I tried to remembered how to climb without tying
myself in knots, I pushed on up for about 8m to a suitable ledge where I rigged an “adequate” pitch
off calcite stal for Sam to jug up and join me. Dave was pretty cold by this point so we hastily bolted a
Y-hang and short traverse so Dave could also come up. Moving around a large boulder we were
greeted by a sizable chamber which was probably 20m across and 30m high in places. The biggest
stuff Sam and I have ever aid climbed to! This is almost certainly the older mature passage above the
immature streamway below. A muddy ramp dropped down lower toward what was probably the
boulder choke and then streamway. Sam rigged a quick single bolt handline using our climbing rope
and we dropped down to have a look. Once he returned, I went down whilst Sam’s brew kit was
assembled for some noodles. It is at this point that I should probably state that this was Sam’s brand
new, very lightweight, and untested stove. As I almost reach the top of rope with my hand jammer, I
nearly have a heart attack as I look over to see Sam engulfed in a propane fireball with blobs of
burning hell spitting off in all directions covering both Sam and our gear. I rapidly down prussik and
take cover behind the nearest the large boulder whilst Sam’s screams and efforts to extinguish it fail
entirely. He throws it down and both him and Dave take cover themselves. It is at this point I notice
how beautiful the chamber roof looks lit up in a wonderful orange light. We discuss for some time
what the next course of action should be as the gas ganister has plenty of gas in it still. After about
minute or so the large fire resides and it is evident the stove is now burning normally. I jug up and
peek round the rock to see that it is probably safe to turn off and gingerly reach down to stop the
flame which was currently doing a very good job of drying mud. Crisis averted. For a good while we all
thought it might explode and I wasn’t looking forward to the resulting tinnitus (or missing limbs).
Sheepishly we packed up our gear and made do with a few cereal bars to eat instead of same tasty
hot noodles. We made good time on our way out and we were back to the entrance in 50 minutes. As
there were diving bottles left at the bottom of the 22m pitch I picked up two loose 3’s to drop off in
the entrance chamber (not lugging them back up the hill). We arrived back in Tresviso happy to still be
alive with a good story to tell.
DM – So my story starts gibbering on a ledge in Marniosa waiting for Sam and Dan to aid climb and rig
so I could come up. It probably wasn’t that long a wait but minutes seem like hours, hours seem like
days, days seem like months, it was probably 1 hour. So, they got up the climb and sounded really
excited to find a massive chamber but apparently it wasn’t safe to come up yet so I carried on sat
down at the bottom of the pitch gibbering. Finally, they rigged the pitch and could finally take of dan’s
down jacket, put my wet caving kit back on and start ascending the pitch. After finally ascending the
pitch I got to the massive chamber which was very impressive and probably worth the wait. After
being convinced that they weren’t going to be much longer and the promise of hot food I decided to
stick around and put the down jacket back on.
After Sam came back up from looking around the chamber, he got out his brand-new light weight
brew kit with 25-gram stove. He attached it to the top of the stove where it started to hiss gas, and
after getting it connected then lit it. This however then produced a massive fireball, lighting up the
newly discovered huge chamber and also setting fire to Sam’s arm and the dry bag. Sam tried to
frantically put out his arm. I tried to pat out the dry bag. The stove was still spewing fire, and in his
panic, Sam tried to throw the water over the stove. This did nothing. We then both decided to run
and shouted for Dan to do the same. Now hidden behind two rocks we watched as the orange fireball
still spewing out of the stove lit up the chamber. Sam repeatedly asked dan if he had any ideas while
trying to form mud patties with some idea of using them to smother the stove. Eventually the orange
glow from the stove died down but me and Sam did not want to approach the stove in case the gas
canister had got too hot and exploded. Dan on the other hand, saw the stove was burning normally,
rather than spewing fireballs went back to the stove and turned it off. After calming down and having
a good chuckle about what happened all decided to have a cigarette. Whether this was the best idea
after a massive gas leak also made us chuckle. Now with only cold noodles we each had a chocolate
bar and headed out of the cave and to tell of our discoveries and incident at the bar.
Torca Septrin
DP, JP, AHM
Today myself, Jolene and Antonia went for a first pass at Torca Septrin. Optimistically, we took an
entire new 200m reel of tiny rope. This was to be the first of our troubles. The carrying technique
was a messy coil over my shoulders, which it turns our (in an unsurprising turn of events) creates a 4-
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dimensional tangle which took us exactly one hour to sort out. After this faff and a few dropped
items, we got down the cave for 3pm. Old rigging and naturals made the first pitch quite simple. The
snow plug was glorious. The next pitch needed a traverse, where the old bolts looked less good, so I
went to put some more in. It was here we discovered that the drill which had sat for months covered
in digging mud no longer worked properly. After trying every available rock surface, massively
overheating the drill in the process, we gave up and exited. A sad time was had at the top, only
exacerbated by Jolene throwing her entire bag, helmet and all, down the pitch. We’ll go back
tomorrow with more success.
Surface Bashing (Vegas de Andara)
LBa, MK
Waited for Phil for a while, chatted to him and he suggested slopes to NE directly above camp were
worth a look. Waited a bit longer for the flying crew, finally abandoned them and headed out.
Walked up to fountain above camp and wandered about looking for caves. Found a pot with no
(known) GPS but red paint (indiscernible) at the entrance. 5m pot to boulder choke in floor. Evidence
of previous digging (props etc) but not worth it. Seemed like mine workings leading into natural rift.
Wandered up hill to obvious hole. Shallow mine working on 2 levels. No way on. Back down hill,
wandered a bit more on lower slopes into Sara depression. Sunk 2nd pot – mine workings into super
sketchy chamber with false floor so left it at that. Very proud of my rigging.
Good day, learnt lots. More confident.

Picture: Mine workings, Vegas de Andara (Tommy Moore).
Flowerpot (intention Bill series)
MS, JS, MW, JD
After searching for the cave for an hour from camp, we eventually kitted up at the warmest part of
the day, great. Ben series team turned up shortly after us and we all began to suffer in the sun whilst
waiting for the entrance to be rigged. One of the old spits was used and Jreg failed at putting a bolt in
(not drilled deep enough).
After a slope was a 26m pitch into a small chamber which 8 of us congregated in. Will was ars*y about
our complaints of time dropping rocks on everyone as he came down. A short climb + past some
horns we came to the top of another pitch. On the left, a calcite flow. On the right, sh*tty boulders. A
traverse across the calcite (which turns out to be hollow…) a ~40m pitch was rigged (1 rebelay),
entering a large chamber. Two ways on found but headed out to be back in time for dinner! Lots of
shouts were heard from Ben team as they dropped a drill down a pitch…
Back at camp, a look at the survey says we went the wrong way. This was BEN.
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SD, DW, DM

Pozo Castillo
AG, KJ, JS, TC, BC
Arrived at SG2 in glorious sunshine and investigated draining deep wet section of entrance.
Commenced pulling rocks from infill with some success. TC and BC arrived within 1 hour and attacked
the problem with much gusto and vigour. Within 1-hour water was escaping SG2, and after 2 hours a
good torrent was flowing out and down the scree to refill the lake depression. JS, KJ and KG set off
into SG2 for Castillo as originally planned to explore and survey. Snow plug pitch descended with KG
voicing concern of abseiling over chocked boulder. Agreed poor and in future a safer route should be
bolted down RHS of pitch. AG and KG surveyed the mine level found the day previously while JS
bolted around snow plug on RHS wall, reaching 5m pitch down to boulder floor. Possibly choked way
down into Castillo. Small natural explored into 3m aven leading to too tight inlet. Back on boulder
floor, 2m climb up to left reaches large mined level with stored wooden ladders. Thru ‘bolts found
leading to much confusion. Mine leads to long steep loose ramp with water/sump at bottom.
Investigated by thrown rocks and not person. Returned to surface due to cold and time.
Cueva del Nacimiento – Entrance Series re-survey
PW, LB, SC
Nice walk down in the sun to entrance. Constructive 7 hours spent resurveying incorrect passage
near the entrance to the top entrance. Spotted last year that existing survey is totally incorrect and
rather than a loop upon itself the series connects back to the Black Hole. PW on tablet, LB on distox
and SC on extreme pink nail varnish. Approx. 550m surveyed, a few possible leads crossed off and a
few new ones identified. 2 main climbs and a low crawl (with surface debris) being the main leads.
Death Race Camp (day 2)
HM, CJ, EB, DP, IF, AS
HM + CJ – Did a camp inventory and filled up the water to make sure camp well stocked for next
team. Left around 1200 to catch up with EB and DP, who left early to wake up IF and AS at Consort
Hall. Re-rigged the pitch at the wet aven to replace the dynamic rope. Arrived at Consort Hall around
1500 to see the others making their way up the pitch. Steady trip out. Brought out scrap rope and
maillons that were retrieved from Satan’s Chode and Wet Aven. Had beer. Left caving gear at cave
entrance to get wet.
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Picture: Satan’s Chode, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).
EB + DP - Following a few hours’ sleep and a communal (hot) porridge breakfast EB and DP set about
getting to consort hall to feed IF and AS and take them out of the cave. They reached Consort Hall
within 2 hours of leaving death race. And spent 2 hours cooking taking inventory and waiting for AS
and IF to be ready to leave. CJ and HM arrived at Consort Hall as the group were leaving and steady
progress out was made as the group split into two. Beers at the entrance were enjoyed.
Shaft searches in Pico de Samelar
LBa, BT, CM, WB
Today we ascended Pico de Samelar, which is 2229m and therefore has good views. We found S-54
which needs a cheeky capping. We then found T181/S-52 which looks sick, described as a 10m snow
plug then 10m to an undescended 10m. Snow now melted. Crack on.
Wednesday 5th September
Cueva de la Marniosa – Kit Removal
JB, JD, RM
A trip in to collect the cylinders we left at the bottom of the 22m pitch and for JD to get some (very
good!) photos in the entrance chambers. Nice to not be in a wetsuit in there.
Cueva del Nacimiento – Leads in Orangeade Arcade
DJC, JS, KJ, AG
We walked to Agua in a bloody thunderstorm and got soaked. Went into Orange Aid Arcade and
found mud.
Cowshead Cavern
PW, TC, CJ, SC
Very late start, too much drinking, then ready-made thunderstorm excuses. As there was a desperate
shortage of working Distox’s, Spillane’s available device needed calibration. A few further hours spent
planning the next Death Race camp occurred in the bar before a few of us left for Cowshead. The
cave itself was pretty much the same as last time, with one major difference… the cowshead was
gone! Scientists apparently.
PW and SC calibrated the distox while CJ, TC and BC went off to investigate the sump and possible
climbing leads. Post calibration, PW and SC decided to give SC some proper training on Topodroid &
Distox. A few hours spent surveying an impressive Cowshead survey. Survey drawing was
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outstanding with possibly a few less elephants and more machine gun placements. SC saw no
machine guns underground.
CJ, TC and BC had a look at a few climbs. All look short and possible without too much gear. Worth a
return.
Thursday 6th September
Cowshead Cavern – diving trip aiming to get to S3
RM, JD, JB
For this trip 6 bags were carried into Sump 1 with help from the survey team, the going was
somewhat tougher than we were led to believe but after 2 hours we’d made it to the pitch at the top
of the sump. Some far back naturals were used to rig the drop along with some tackle bag rope
protectors and all 3 divers descended to the sump using dive harnesses and in full dive kit. The dive
through was spectacular, with limitless visibility and after 100m the sump was passed. One small bag
was carried through with surveying kit and some snacks, with JB & RM on 1 x 7 litre cylinder and JD on
2 x 7 litre. Surfacing beyond, the obvious lead to the right was noted and left for later, before
continuing to Sump 2 with the two 3 litre cylinders between the 3 divers. The passage to Sump 2 was
pleasant, and again the water in the sump was extremely clear. JB dived first with RM following and
taking JB’s cylinder on the other side – bringing it back for JD.
After all were through, the caving gets a little more awkward and often stooping height, with some
climbs and chokes to be negotiated along with a small swim. Eventually, after some route-finding
issues here and there, the climb up into the big chamber just before the sump was found. This was
very large indeed, containing an awful lot of poor, loose rock and badly perched boulders. The 9m
pitch out of this chamber into the passage leading to Sump 3 was spotted, but the rope was tangled at
the top (possibly massive flooding?). A way up without it was noticed – a climb and traverse on
muddy, loose ledges but this had no possibility of protection without long bolts. All 3 turned around
at this point and a rope was rigged on the climb back down to the streamway for future trips. Back at
Sump 2, RM & JD dived out on the two cylinders with JB freediving through alongside. The lead next
to Sump 1 was then investigated, leading to a climb down to a muddy passage and a seemingly static
sump, however the passage continued past this up a muddy ramp. Following this led into a high,
narrow rift with a passage leading off part way along. This was followed downwards at a 45-degree
angle until a drop into another sump pool was found, around 4m below.
Back at the rift, following it past the side passage got notably more awkward, but it continued for
many metres until another slope downwards on the right was encountered. This was followed down
to a gravel choke, with a muddy and gritty tube leading off to infill choke after multiple body lengths.
The survey and exploration ended here, and all divers returned to Sump 1 and dived out, noting that
the air bell halfway along was the same chamber found just a bit earlier at the bottom of the first
ramp from the rift. RM & JB also explored an additional underwater loop in the downstream sump
pool, which joined the main line about 20m in to the 100m sump.
The three divers then endured a tiring exit with the 6 bags, exiting after 10.5 hours underground.
Cowshead Cavern – survey
No log recorded

DJC, AG

Pozo Castillo
JS, LB
JS and LB entered the now mid-calf waters of SG-2 and passed quickly to the snow plug, descending
the first pitch without touching any boulders. A quick tour of the newly surveyed mine passages and
down to the ladder mine for LB ensued. An unsurveyed mine level (approx. 5m lower than previous
new mine level) was also entered and climbed to a small natural inlet passage too small to continue.
LB attacked poor snow of ball bearing consistency, considered unstable. JS climbed between rock and
ice up 5m to reach a shelf on the ice plug. One thru bolt spotted, assumed Chris & H rebelay before
dropping to ladder mine. Returned to base of first pitch and rigged rope to descend LH wall down
ramp, reaching ladder mine. JS then continued a circuit around the snow plug, back to first pitch with
no obvious way under the ice observed.
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Both ascended the pitch and gardened loose boulders from pitch head but still very loose. Suggest
bolting around to RHS to gain safer hang away from boulder death. Returned to surface with no sign
of SC and PW. Later found exiting FT12. Went to Refugio for hot chocolate.
Pozo Natacha
No log recorded

IF, BC, KJ, OH, GB

FT12
PW, SC
SC was given a crash course in bolting by PW. PW placed one bolt of the Y-Hang perfectly. SC took
three attempts to place the other bolt. Third time lucky! Sc continued slightly supervised (by voice
only) downwards to a snow patch and several leads off. PW joined and surveyed to the right, looking
downwards, to what is thought to be the 40m pitch in FT14 (French Survey). Upwards on the right is a
daylight and a pitch downwards. Directly below the FT12 descent is another 10m Ish pitch not
descended but looks to have a possible lead onwards. To the left, looking down is another mined
passage at the same level as two wooden floor supports, not explored. Met JS and LB then left PW on
the walk down to the refugio to explore a flooded adit (presumably in his pants from how he was
dressed!) SC, JS and LB then had a nice cup of hot chocolate in the refugio whilst waiting for PW, who
had a Coke. A lovely day’s holiday!
•
•
•
•
•

FT12
A
B
FT13
C

0360535 4785518 1733m
0360566 4785524 1734m
0360568 4785499 1734m
0360568 4785499 1739m
0360551 4785500 1740m

A few mines below the FT12 entrance logged for later inclusion in overlay. Faint marking with RCA
naming, but unreadable
•
•

Mine 42 360456 4785535 1709m
Mine 41 360478 4785532 1707m

Also did quick surveys of Caseton 1 & 2 and T88 Suerte
Death Race (Camp 2)
AR, HM, CJ, DP
After yesterday’s thunderstorms both the cave and all our kit were very wet! DP/AR made a few
detours, up the Howling Hole (which was roaring – turns out to be a major inlet) and up Sam & Dans
Love Nest. Arwel found the rope out of Green Domingo. Both teams made camp in about 4h 30 so
after some dinner we all went caving. HM/CJ headed down to re-rig Pina Colada. As Peachey dropped
all the spanners, we only took maillons but were soon stopped by a couple of missing hangers.
Returned back to camp after another 4-5 hours to have a slap stick meal with the Chuckle Brothers,
who were buzzing after bypassing the Die-Hard meander in a total of 3 minutes.
Marniosa – Avens and upstream survey
EB, SD, DW, TC
Sh*t son, I was cold. But I did not complain, at all. Being the saviour, I surveyed like a Boss. Bosch,
Bosch, Bosch, leg after leg, we hit it hard and got it done. The rest were dregs, but at least they
carried my bags, and burnt my noodles!
Whilst TC and DW went ahead to climb SD and EB began the upstream survey from the obvious knob
at the bottom of the last pitch into the stream (green and white tape + Tipex). Progress was slow due
to the Disto and tablet not bluetoothing consistently. On surveying into the chamber at the top of the
climb from streamway EB and SD met TC and DW, who had finished the climb. The group planned to
eat some noodles (that had been soaking for 2 days), but DW managed to burn them instantly
creating a nasty stench. EB was very cold and exited the cave with TC leaving DW and SD to complete
the survey.
DW and SD left the aiding kit at the bottom of the aven for others to return and climb later in the
exped.
Friday 7th September
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Death Race (Camp 2)
AR, HM, CJ, DP
Apocalypse now! All up bright and breezy to explore caverns measureless. 5 hours later HM and CJ
returned to camp as wet and bedraggled rats! Only to find the Chuckle Brothers cooking lunch and
swanning about. Turns out the Pina Colada pitches get very wet. Wetter still if following Peachey’s 1
bolt in a streamway… Ropes are now all in down to the final canal, which was an unrecognisable
frothing mess. A job for a harder team!
After our lunch date with DP/AR we set of down Joe’s Crack to warm up and dry off. It was very
pleasant and gave about 70-80m of descending rifty passage. This ended in a small aven and inlet.
This inlet appears to be at a gentler gradient than other in the area and may provide some
entertaining exploration (to a pothole on the Sierra Del a Corta??). The aven was dry. We assumed
this inlet was the upstream of the water seen at the base of the death race pitches.
DP/AR re-rigged the traverse, to a make a far simpler 30-minute journey to the Dinosaur Aven (down
from ~3 hours). The Jurassic Highway was surveyed.
Agua – Rigging rope on the entrance river
AS
Quick trip to collect the kit that I had left at Agua entrance on Tuesday, and to rig the traverse on the
far bank of the river near the entrance. Got to Agua to find the canal overflowing, changed and took
one of the old ropes to rig the traverse. Got to the rope at the waterfall to find that it was all white
water and scary. Tied the rope to the near side of the rope that crosses the waterfall: someone braver
than me; or with company; or in lower water can rig it.
Came back up the hill with some old ropes that we had brought out on Tuesday, and the rest of my
kit. Left 6 beers and a bag of crisps. I took some photos outside the cave.
Sobra Valley prospecting.
AG, IF, SC, DJC
The weather was sunny after much revelry the night before, making a late start necessary. Today
would also give time for some people’s gear to dry after much rain and wet caving the past couple of
days. We were dropped off at the crossroads by Tom Chapman, and quickly set the GPS for an
objective which we never managed to find time to tick off.
Walking into this area is difficult both from the top of the hill and the bottom of the hill. The top of
the hill is dominated by Gorse, with some respite (the bilberries made it worthwhile). The bottom of
the hill is predominantly bracken with interspersed thorny plants.
Gorse was getting quite tiresome after 30mins or so of travelling down the hill, so AG and IF decided
to follow a stream down the hill. At the end of the active stream, it sank!
IM2 is a small man-sized hole with a stream entering, would be well worth a second look. Hope to
return in the coming days. The cave descends into a car sized hole, we’ll see if we can find any
continuation when we return.
IM3 a very short distance from IM2 in a nice sinkhole 20mx20m, would be worth digging the mud
which has been deposited in the entrance by heavy rain/snowmelt, small hole above to allow water
to flow. There was no stream entering the potential cave today, but a chill was coming out.
IM4 is a shake hole that we can climb into the bottom of. On the north side, is a rift (311 / 132 deg)
heading in. Two steams enter the shake hole. Derek could see 6 m into rift and it sounded like a 4 m
drop. Need to return with rope.
IM5 is a shake hole
IM6 is an entrance heading to a chamber, there are two ways on, one ramp heading up and the other
is a pile of boulders with a draft. Need to return.
IM7 is another shake hole with a fallen tree over the top
IM8 is the same as IM6
IM9 is a shake hole
DRE1 is a narrow (body sized) entrance under limestone cliff in gully Daylight down to possible
rift/vadose trench. Lots of leaves in entrance. Goes down about 4 m, a=floor can be seen and
passage size increases to good sized passage, smooth rock on walls (so has taken water). Needs rope.
GZ1 two small holes in gulley side. About 5 m west of DRE1.
D1 is a shake hole that is taking a stream. Small hole (not man-sized).
D2 is a shake hole.
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Coordinates:
• IM2 (30T 0360703 4789626 elev. 1139m)
• IM3 (30T 0360725 4789646 elev. 1135m)
• IM4 (30T 0360716 4789678 elev. 1133m)
• IM5 (30T 0360755 4789718 elev. 1131m)
• IM6 (30T 0360758 4789751 elev. 1124m)
• IM7 (30T 0360800 4789725 elev. 1119m)
• IM8 (30T 0360763 4789761 elev. 1128m)
• IM9 (30T 0360767 4789794 elev. 1134m)
• DRE1 (30T 0360834 4789743 elev. 1113m)
• D1 (30T 0360633 4789943 elev. 1115m)
• D2 (30T 0360641 4789981 elev. 1118m)
• GZ1 up from DRE1

“A lovely walk in the park”, free acupuncture received by all from girls called Holly, Rose, Gorse and
Bramble. “A top day’s holiday had by all”.
La Gobia – Oh What Pot
PW, TD, KJ, JB, LB
Bad weather hampered attempts to find Oh What Pot. Easy route down from the Beges track but
once mist set in, nigh on impossible to find anything or each other. 2 minor shafts found. GPS and
phone (using new Tresviso database as and when connection allowed) placed the cave only 50m away
and above. Joe Sharp and Kelda Jones dropped 2 shafts. No way on
Moss Pot 361432 4786986 1414m
20m pitch down to rift chamber, 2 holes on floor with loose rocks. Small draft emitting between
boulders
Moss Pot 2 361431 4787083 1403m
10m pitch to mud floor and loose boulders
Marniosa Extra Cavern series
DM EM SD BC
Looking for an easy day we decided to explore the question marks in the extra cavern series. The
extra cavern series can be found by going through a wide crawl halfway down the ramp on the righthand side. This then quickly opens into a walking passage. The first lead on the right went for a quite a
way but then craps out, however this needs to be surveyed. The next lead on the right drops down a
muddy climb into trickling water, this can be followed as a wet crawl which is ongoing. The lead on
the left from the main passage goes down a muddy climb and continues for some metres, ending in a
tight rift and a calcite climb with footprints on. From the main chamber, there is a climb (approx.
10m) leading up a steep ramp, which would be worth a revisit - we could not find any markings of
previous attempts to climb the ramp. Halfway down the stream passage, leading to the terminal
waterfall climb noted on the survey, an approx. 10m pot enters the side of the passage. Above the
pot, the passage appears to continue vertically, however, it does narrow.
The passage continues following the stream, you get to a point with the option to go down with a
tight squeeze, do not go this way. Instead the way on is a slight squeeze going up a few feet. This then
continues for a couple of metres before re-joining the streamway via a 3metre awkward climb. We
didn’t descend this climb due to having to turn around to get back in time for our lift back to Tresviso.
Pozo Azul – Tourist Dive
JD, RM, JB
A tourist trip over to Covanera (near Burgos, about 3hrs drive from Tresviso) to dive Sump 1 of Pozo
Azul, a site known to most cave divers due to its insane sumps (Sump 2 over 5km, Sump 3 nearly
4km). RM & JB went through Sump 1, it’s very samey the whole way, JB got very cold, JD went to
350m and got very cold. Still a very fun dive had by all!
Saturday 8th September
Day off (FIRST ONE!) – JB, RM, JD
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Visited SUSS up on the hill. RM departs main exped and defects to SUSS.
Death Race (Camp 2)
AR, HM, CJ, DP
Being wet. CJ and HM went exploring in their dry PJ’s. Packed up to leave the cave, exploring Sam and
Dans Love Nest in the Sky on the way out. This was a short climb above Pi Chamber, after following a
short calcite climb to a dead end, a calcite ramp was followed back over the main Death Race passage.
This gave ~70m of high-level passage which eventually returned to the main passage around the
boulder choke area. A lead remains, at the far end of the ramp is a broken pitch down to the main
passage, halfway down the pitch is a passage heading in the opposite direction (away from the main
route), about 20-30m of passage can be seen to a corner. Didn’t explore due to time constraints.
Headed out, 4 hours. Exited at 9pm to find the river level spectacularly high and a storm funnelling
down the gorge. Bobs dinner and the bar was appreciated!
DP/AR had fun in Terror Firma…? (edit. yes. Dave’s dreams of open passage died in 15 metres)
Sobra Valley Prospecting
SC, AG, KJ, AS, BC
We set off from the crossroads to the bend in the road at the top of the Sobra Valley. We then stayed
in the trees to the right-hand side, which was much easier going than the previous day. IM 3 was the
first port of call with a shovel. We soon located it with GPS and AG’s gem of knowledge regarding
which way water flows. We ignored the gem of knowledge and followed the dry streambed downhill
into IM 3. We had a poke about and decided that it was too much digging. Moving on SC and AS went
to find IM2 but didn’t quite make it before discovering the rift of Cueva Donga (AS1). AS descended
with the 25m rope we had and looked around. We then called over BC, AG and KJ to join us as they
had found IM2 and requested the rope. They had found a 10m pitch clean washed (Yorkshire style)
straight inside the entrance. Needs revisiting with rope and bolts etc.
Cueva Donga is currently surveyed to 73m to the top of a 12m (disto measured) pitch. Needs more
work. AG, BC and KJ surveyed and explored further downstream. Meanwhile on the surface SC and AS
scouted out a tractor track 200m from the entrance which has made the access significantly easier.
GPS tags have been added to the Survex for the tractor track near the cave and where the tractor
track meets the road.
Cueva del Marniosa
PW, JG, JS, AO
Trip to survey Extra Caverns and climb aven leads. JS on Disto with PW on tablet. Surveyed all
accessible passage, noting several climbs for JG and AO to investigate. Followed stream passage to
two inlets, both too tight at floor level but may be accessible with climbing. Small ~1m diameter
passage spotted above first inlet from larger circular chamber. Both leads draught, but furthest inlet is
strongest. Returned to JG and AO.
Summary of climbing antics.
Surveyed passage below aven climbed by JG and AO, leads to calcite ramp and terminates. PW
succumbed to an excess of gravity on a mud slope on exit damaging an elbow. Luckily, he had a spare
on the other arm and JS heroically carried the surveying bag out of the cave.
On exit a passing thunderstorm had raised water levels to ‘damp’, with approximately 3 hours lag.
Bolt traverse in Bill series
GS, CD, JS
I, Glen and Jake packed kit to do an aid climb across a pitch down the Bill series in Flowerpot. A drill
was missing, so Glen made another one in an hour with the husk of one of our abundant broken drills.
Fortunately, the hidden drill was located, and we set off. My pair of etriers and a dynamic rope were
supposedly waiting near the entrance to Flowerpot. Very good weather on the way over, a bit hot. I
was expecting the kit to be in the entrance chamber, stupidly ignoring the possibility that it had all
been left in the entrance alcove, which it had. We proceeded quickly to the 2nd pitch (the first in Ben)
which we were fairly confident was the pitch we’d been told about. It didn’t look hugely promising,
but there was a small aven opposite the pitch. Glen and Jake had a lengthy conversation about
graphics cards and polities while I traversed from just below the pitch head across an almost blank
wall, placed 6 through bolts, looked up into the blind aven and then derigged. The first few bolts I’d
placed were very badly placed, and I was mostly using stubby bolts so thankfully it did not go (no one
else ever saw). Glen rescued the hanger that I couldn’t get off a rotating bolt. A good day. T/U ~ 5 hrs.
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Shopping
EB, TD
After picking up exped buffs from Arenas ad dropping IF to Unquera for a bus to the airport, TD went
to buy some new shoes whilst EB and DC (SUSS) dashed around the rubbish supermarket trying to get
as much shopping as possible while the staff tried to close. NB. Do not go shopping on fiesta days. DC
dropped at crossroads in glorious sunshine boasting about having a lovely walk up to the SUSS camp.
Pretty sure he will have got soaked by the thunderstorm less than an hour later.
Sunday 9th September
Fallen Bear
BC, JG, DB, P, F
Trip to take Daniel Ballesteros to examine bear skull in Torca Branaredonda (Fallen Bear). Fallen Bear
is now rigged to the canals, which appeared passable with a wet suit and take an incredible draught.
Marniosa (Sump2) surface
Sites logged
• 0361553 4789244 1183m - shake hole
• 0361669 4789332 1165m - cave chamber
• 0361694 4789377 1169m - shake hole
• 0361814 4789475 1137m - spring
• 0361844 4789521 1134m - shake hole
• 0361986 4789607 1096m - puddle
• 0362091 4789727 1101m - big slot
• 0362136 4789795 1109m - slot
• 0362186 4789831 1090m - slot
• 0362242 4789826 1074m - slot
• 0362292 4789896 1056m - leafy shake hole

EM, BC, JB, DM, DJC

Note: Cowshead Cavern altitude is 799m
Sierra del a Corta Surface sweep
CJ, HM, AS
Went looking for AL2. Forgot to bring either GPS co-ordinates or a marked map. (tired and hungover
perhaps…) Found an area of extensive shake holes, one of which had a snow plug and an enticingly
cold wind! Named Sima Vuc Pot (or AS3). Finished the day with a giant fabada and a beer from Ana in
Sotres.
Sima Vuc Pot = 43o 14’ 10.39” and 04o 42’ 00.82” – from Adams phone – needs converting to WGS84…
Practice Pot (IM2) Cueva Donga (AS 1) & de Silvestre (KJ1)
SC, KJ, AG, WB
We left the hostel with the intention and kit to look at the tight section in Cueva Donga and hopefully
enlarge it. Our secondary objective was to have a look at the pitch in the entrance of what is now
known as Practice Pot. Alistair and I (SC) went over to Practice Pot to start the day. Alistair quickly
donned his SRT kit, tied a rope around the tree above and took everything he needed to bolt down
the pitch. Very quickly a shout from the hole came asking for a hammer. The hammer was lowered. A
sound of drilling commenced. Tapping of the bolt followed. Another shout came. This time asking for
a screwdriver. Much amusement on the surface followed and the request was rejected on the
grounds we didn’t have one and AG should not be doing D.I.Y when on holiday. Instead we lowered
down a rachet spanner, which overall was more useful. AG placed another bolt and then returned to
the surface, muttering about the rope not being long enough.
SC then took the sharp end and re rigged the rope off a sling round the tree, creating enough extra
rope to place one more bolt and reach the bottom on a second rope. AG followed on surveying in.
Upon reaching the bottom SC voiced that we were at the end of the cave for us as it narrowed off into
a muddy rift. AG disagreed and promptly got stuck into a dig. We made a few extra metres with the
use of AG’s shovel hands and a hammer.
Upon returning to the surface we were greeted by KJ and WB. WB had been down Cueva Donga
looking for insects and had also been digging and extended Cueva Donga 4m (unsurveyed) upstream.
KJ had been prospecting.
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After looking down several large shake holes with no obvious entry points one had a large tree stump
with the rest of the tree down the shake hole with just a small section of it exposed above the mud
and leaf that has fallen into the hole. This had no entry point but just to the side as heading up out of
the shake hole is an entry rift going down 10m to a large ledge of rock, mud and leaf. KJ went to get
the rope and kit to descend the hole and see if it went. KJ met WB and he also came. KJ descended to
the ledge and dropped a rock down the continuation of the rift which gets considerably tighter for a
section. The rock hit the bottom and then rolled – an estimate of 30m so KJ came back up and went to
find SC and AG to see if they had finished investigating the hole they were in and if could get some
help and kit from them.
KJ and WB had also been wandering around prospecting and had looked at a few holes and were very
excited about one in particular.
We wandered over and logged the hole as KJ1. KJ went down first and wasn’t confident in the rock for
placing her first bolt. AG then took the lead, followed by KJ and SC. Upon descending we became
quickly aware we were into a big hole. The start is an open shaft to a leaf, mud and boulder ledge.
From here the cave changed into narrow rift down to a boulder slope with lots of animal bones! That
was not the only thing of interest! The cave opens into a rift chamber with 3 onwards leads. We
explored the dry rift to the right up to a boulder jammed in where the passage changes from walking
to hands and knees crawling. Not explored beyond the boulder. Boulder is marked. A little further on
from the rift chamber is a streamway. Upstream we explored 10/15m to a wet crawl but did not go
into the wet crawl. Downstream from the rift chamber we quickly found a cascade (6m) which we
handlined down due to running out of drill battery. Downstream from this a short section of
passageway leads to another pitch. Due to not having any drill battery we did not descend this pitch.
We returned to the surface to meet WB with tales of caverns measureless to man (mainly because AG
would not let us survey!) a top days holidaying had by all!
De Silvestre (KJ1) 30T 0360767 4789715 1121m, depth = very! (unsurveyed as of yet).
Death Race camp (exit)
No log recorded

DP, AR

Death Race camp
SD, DW, TC, JD
After some repairs to JD’s over suit the usual midday start was underway and the troop left Tresviso
with light bags towards the cave. Meeting DP and AR at Clapham Junction we talked for a while,
discussing leads and their progress climbing avens before carrying on the journey to Death Race.
Other than JD taking a small tumble after snagging a pantin on a leg loop, the trip was uneventful and
took about five and a half hours. Jetboil overcomplicate things.
DW – Day 1: JD and TC decide to go the sandy dig whilst SD and DW go to Dinosaur Aven. We all set
off to together and at Dinosaur Aven we rigged a short pitch down to avoid what looked like an
awkward free climb (was actually pretty easy). The diggers continued on whilst we climb the ropes
above. After climbing to the top and over a calcite crack, we saw that the passage beyond merely links
into another known climb which dies with a tight rift in the roof (we climbed this rope also to confirm
this). Following this, we decided to look around all corners of the Dinosaur Aven, and we are
confident that there are no further leads worth looking at. Annoyed that this is evidently not a going
lead we return to the floor to decide what to do next. Considering the amount of time taken we felt
there was not time to start something new so we returned to camp much earlier than planned.
However, we did take the opportunity to scope a final climb marked out as a potential lead, located
above the large calcite flow stone, at the end of the Death Race traverse. SD takes the opportunity to
build some new seating and we wait for the diggers to return. On doing so they report they have
made good progress with possibly over a ton of spoil removed. Armed only with a trowel and a
bolting hammer the work was very inefficient and digging tools will need to be taken in to make real
progress.
Day 2: SD and DW decide to start the climb immediately beyond the DR traverse whilst TC and JD
follow behind improving the rigging as they go. SD starts the climb and gets about 10m up and runs
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out of bolts as we did not bring nearly enough. After scrounging a further three from TC, I took over
and add another 5m which ends at a calcite ramp – after a quick guestimate, we anticipated another
10-12m of climb left, chasing the calcite to the ceiling. On return it is evident that TC and JD have
done a great job on the traverse and we are back in camp in only 15 minutes. Considering we have
had a short day we elect to wake at 2am so that we can be out in time to inform SUSS on what needs
taking in. Maybe not the most productive of camping trips but it was enjoyable nonetheless. Exit
takes only 4 hours and we replace the rope on bitch pitch as it was quite damaged - needs proper rerigging next time (deviation will be enough).
Torca Septrin
LBa, MH, DB
Today I was keen to get back down Septrin as I’d had two days off caving and forgotten how terrible it
was. We faffed around for ages packing kit, calibrating the SUSS disto that got dropped in a puddle,
etc. Finally got to cave about 11.30 and underground a while later due to more faff. Botch and
Michael were quite cold due to wet kit so we moved quickly down to where I’d previously furthest
gone, then stopped for dinner in the bothy in a small dry chamber. Me and Michael then derigged the
pitches below this as the previous day the furthest tight bits below this were abandoned. We then
went to find Botch who’d gone to the left half of the divide above these pitches. He’d pushed a tight
pitch head to where the previous teams had abandoned, and he also turned around. It was very
narrow and steep with an echo that sounded like a sump. We then all headed up from the bottom of
Pussy Attack, half way to a climb up that led into a proper minging section of rifty squeezy snaggy shit
to the top of a final ~10m pitch which we rigged. At the bottom was the fabled WALKING PASSAGE
(not). It was a small, tall rift the length of the pitch which was passable for ~3m. Botch then removed
his helmet and managed another couple of meters before abandoning it.
However, near the top of the pitch Michael had seen phreas in the roof of the rift which seemed
passable. I went up into this with my SRT kit on and got v. scared so I came back, took it off and got a
bit further (10-15m). It then got quite steep (45o) downwards. This was scary as it would have been
hard to back out, so I sent Michael instead. He got through and it opened up a bit, so Botch followed
and they found the top of a ~10m pitch but it was very tight. Needs a hammer, which we’d forgot. We
will return!
Way out was horrible, all very tired and Michael sh*t in a bag. Got out, had cig and cooked fish before
walking (slowly) back to camp in beautiful twilight.
Shopping – again
EB, PW, TD, LB
All shops in Arenas were closed! Sunday – bad! Went to Cangas de Onis. Large supermarket, but
rubbish selection. Burger at Arenas before going back up the hill.
Monday 10th September
Death Race camp
SD, DW, TC, JD
After a relatively efficient start to the day SD and DW moved onto climb some avens…… whilst TC and
JD pushed onto the back of the cave to find the Sandy Dig. After looking at both sides of the survey
station it was decided that the left side was the one to concentrate on and a full-scale assault was
launched. The might of a plastic trowel and a bolting hammer soon saw progress being made as the
dig face was enlarged to a working size and the draft increased. Some hours later the slag heap was
growing and the noodles were cooking as the site looked more promising. On route back to camp a
few of the pitches were adjusted and some objects that resembled karabiners were exchanged for
maillons making the trip a little more comfortable for any who follow. DW and SD were found back in
camp and dinner was prepared before heading for bed.
Sierra Del a Corta Surface Sweep
AS, LB, HM, CJ
HM, CJ dropped Sima Vuc Pot. Interesting. Definitely a shaft and a howling draught (is this just a
circular draught from the various shafts above?). ‘Ends’ in a tight pitch-head, which is possibly capable. Just back from the ‘end’ a 6-8m climb up accesses a 45o descending roof tube, still small, but
probably passable by the right variety of person (small, keen…). Both leads probably go to the same
place, and a strong, cold draught comes from that place. A 20m rope for the entrance pitch and a 30m
rope for the second pitch.
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AS and LB discovered AS2. A shaft in the side of a cliff, was this AL2. No, it was not. CJ descended later
on – about 15m deep – to a rubble chocked shaft floor. No snow. No draught. AS and LB think they
may now know where AL2 is. Best go find it!
Both caves surveyed. AS2 = 43o 14’ 10.24” and 04o 42’ 07.28” – from Adams phone – needs converting
to WGS84… Alt unknown.
• Sima Vuc Pot 0361948 4788450 1320m
• AS2 0361802 4788448 1290m
• Cueva Donga 0360667 4789666 1150m
Cowshead Cavern (Radio Location)
DJC, EB, PW, WB
Following a quick transmitter lesson on the surface PW, DC and WB took the transmitter to near the
sump pool while EB set up on the surface and headed towards the GPS location according to the
survey overlaid on google earth.
After convincing the cows to go and graze somewhere else EB located what she thought was the
beacon and GPS’d the point before attempting to get a depth reading. It was difficult to lay the tape
measure flat due to the terrain and the bushes and being alone (with the cows). The range of depth
readings were: 5m – 21.75, 10m – 23.92, 15m – 27.40
(unfortunately, from memory due to lack of a pencil- but accurate I think)
EB then retreated to crochet by the land rover whilst waiting for the cavers to emerge. PW and DC
came out, a plan was made for DC to return to the transmitter and turn if off at 1500, whilst EB and
PW had another go at radio location.
Following a quick lesson PW took charge of the receiver and (thankfully) ended up in the same spot as
EB had an hour before. Measuring out distances and angles proved easier with two people and the
readings are as below. The transmitter stopped at 1456 as EB and PW were about the take readings
from another direction.
Phil Walker (2018)
5m – 71 degrees – 22.34m
10m – 60.5 degrees – 28.28m
15m – 49 degrees – 29.67m
DC and WB had not checked the time before turning off the transmitter, so the time could not be
confirmed.
From DJC GPS
013: 30T 0362238 4790668 813m
014: 30T 0362238 4790668 814m
015: 30T 0362238 4790668 813m
016: 30T 0362180 4790583 780m
017: 30T 0362178 4790581 855m
018: 30T 0362178 4790581 855m
019: 30T 0360645 4789952 1058m
020: 30T 0360626 4789916 1055m
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Picture: Radio location above Cowshead Cavern (Emma Battensby).
Cowshead Cavern (again)
No log recorded

DJC, WB

Silvestre
AG, KJ, SC, JG, BC
An early start was arranged, which would normally mean an early night. 2am was the actual bedtime
for most on the trip. The agreed start time of 9am was well stuck to and saw us at the cave by
9.45am. Upon arrival at the track, AG decided to put his caving kit on and walk down. As we walked
away the shout of ‘Oh no, these aren’t my wetsuit socks!’. Bob cast his sceptical eye over the previous
days rigging and gave it a rating of ‘Misplaced, must try harder’. In actual fact the bolting was fine,
and the rigging was good, but we thought we may need any extra rope lower down and not around
the entrance. Bob re-rigged with Jason following ready to add a bolt to the next rope and continue.
Kelda then followed on to mark the survey points, Stu followed with the Disto and Alistair brought up
the rear with a PDA to draw up. This was working well, until the request for more rope came fairly
quickly in order to rig more economically. The survey team quickly caught the rigging team who were
discussing the best way to rig with some less than inspiring rock to go at, whilst crucially staying dry!
This pitch dropped us about 15m (see survey) into a large chamber. Onwards from here we continued
through a selection of boulder slopes and short pitches which brought us into some large clean
washed passageway with very little in the way of stooping or obstructions. The one obstruction that
we did come across was a small puddle that we had to duck down to cross. Jason said when he first
got there it was knee deep. We all got wet feet. Upon the return journey we broke the plug on this
puddle and it has now dropped to just below ankle deep. After this another couple of pitches and
passageway led us to a big pitch into a large hall. At the top of this pitch is where the PDA ran out of
battery so we stopped surveying. Whilst waiting for Jason to bolt down the pitch, a lot of chatting
happened. One of the more notable comments was from AG who said ‘why did we spend all that time
digging?’ Jason did a sterling job of the bolting on the large pitch, putting several rebelays in place to
keep us all out of the water. At the bottom of this pitch a ledge was reached, followed by another
short drop of a laser calibrated Bob’s arm length of 17m. The rope reached, so we assumed this was
correct. A quick potter around the chamber to take in its size led us on to a rift passage and another
short pitch. We left it there, having run out of drill battery at the top of the short pitch. 2 hours saw us
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all back at the surface, with a nice walk back to the road in the dusk. Toby was contacted and we
watched the stars whilst waiting. A good end to a top days holidaying.
Canal de Tresuba Surface
PW, TD WB
Quick 2-hour hike turned into 4-hour epic in alternating heat and mist. Steep walk up Canal de
Tresuba to gully between Colla Hermosa and Cuetos de Galameria. Ideally the area above Cowshead
Cavern furthest reaches, although with hindsight might have been too far to the right.

Nothing of interest.
Pushing front in Ben series
LBa, MH
Absolutely knackering trip. Tried to continue the rigging to climbing leads but got lost in a rift. Found a
way up to a calcite draughty bit. Continued down into super fossil rift without draught. Obvious no
one had been there before because it was v. old and crusty. Will have to name after Jack. Way out
was long and tiring but worked together. Out around 10.30pm = ~9.5hr trip – my longest and deepest.
Jubilant walk home and beer.
Tuesday 11th September 2018
Silvestre
SC, AG, BC, JG
We arranged a later start given we were all a little tired from a long day the day before and several
days on the trot. We arrived at the surface at 12 noon and were repacking kit to take underground. A
few double check questions were asked, such as have we got the drill, check. Have we got the bolts,
check. Have we got the rope, check. Have we got the hangers, check. Have we got the drill bit, ahhh.
AG was volunteered to go back to the road, ring for AS to bring the drill bit then re-join us back at the
hole. JG went back with AG to the tractor track to ensure he didn’t get lost. While AG went up the hill
JG, BC and SC worked on establishing the track between the tractor track, Cueva Donga and De
Silvestre, in order to make the walk in and out easier for the future. We managed to get underground
by 2pm. A quick blast to the top of Electronica pitch saw SC and AG commence surveying. This worked
well until AG reached the bottom of Electronica. At this point the tablet got a bit damp and stopped
responding to AG’s touch. Thus, the name electronica has stuck as this was the second time, we’d had
trouble around this pitch with electronic survey equipment not working! We continued with disto and
a book. Although AG’s choice of pen would have been superseded by the use of a pencil! We
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continued to survey out of the hall and along the rift to the bottom of the shower pitch (labelled as
WFJ). We caught up BC and JG who went along one route to explore. JG returned after a short while
asking for more rope for BC. SC took more rope to BC and JG and AG went exploring another lead
trending NNE along fossil passage. BC and SC rigged a few short pitches which led to a sump. The
passageway here looked like a flood bypass due to the presence of old leaf debris and sand. Although
it appeared that there had not been any great flow of water through in the last year or two due to the
presence of deep drip marks in the sand. An estimated 45m of passage way in length and 30m in
depth (unsurveyed). JG and AG thought that the fossil passage they explored was 180m long and
dropped down roughly 25m. before leaving JG was persuaded to go under the shower to see where
the water went. After ten minutes he returned saying there was a short drop onwards. We agreed to
return tomorrow to continue under the shower. On the return to the surface we all agreed that a rest
day would be good as we were all feeling the effects of caving for several days on the trot. We headed
back, scoffed some large portions of food before heading to the bar for a tour of the top shelf
liqueurs. A great end to another superb day of holidaying!
Death Race camp
No log recorded

SD, DW, TC, JD

Oh What Pot
No log recorded

TD, KJ

Cueva del Marniosa
DJC, WW, LB
After finding pots at the top end of the Sobra valley we came back to the quality of the location of
‘Hall of the Mountain King’ in Marniosa. We already know the some of the upstream survey doesn’t
match our experience. So, we decided to survey the streamway, but where to start? At the rope we
drop into the streamway- going upstream, at the upstream ‘Hall of the Mountain King’ chambergoing downstream, or downstream. All needs to be done! Choices, choices, choices.
As the team DC, LB and WW didn’t want an epic we decided to start at the rope and go upstream. We
started on the white and blue tape, LB being disto zapper, WW being route finder and DC tablet
monkey. At station 14 we tied into the lads tipex in the streamway before the roped climb up. We
went up the rope and found the lads aid climbing gear and a dozen through bolts. We continued to
station 28 where we regained the streamway. We found awkward passage after awkward passage
interspaced by single legs in nice streamway. At station 75 we found some soft calcite and marked a
station. We got to a cascade and then the Android device DC was using decided to re-boot. At this
point we thought it would be good to bring the survey to a close. We surveyed to a nice round
chamber with a waterfall. On the right we marked a triangle and built a cairn with three balanced
stones- station 91. 500m of passage surveyed in 92 legs. On walking down, the streamway we found
the nice streamway more plentiful and the awkward parts less plentiful. Surveying makes the cave
more awkward. We got out to see the end of a red sunset
.
On walking back, we were chased by a go-anywhere tractor and walked past two women. We raced
(at a tired pace) the tractor up the zig-zags to the road where Toby picked us up (what a wonderful
man) and took us to the Tresviso. After unpacking our gear, the tractor drove past us and we shouted
‘Hola’. How fast to they think we walked?
Naranjo
No log recorded
Septrin final report
DB, OH
Myself and Olly went to drop the undescended pitch (after much cajoling). This was at the end of a
long crawl, which as body size. Getting the sack through was tough. The pitch was around 10m and
dropped into a fossil mud chamber. A window in the bottom led to a small tight streamway. Upstream
was not a goer, and neither was a muddy squeeze. Downstream however was a window into a sump
pool or possibly a streamway which was almost passable. An hour’s hammering was fruitless. Capping
would easily break through, and passage beyond is walking, but I am done with Septrin.
Topodroid f*cked us about so the survey had a couple of false starts. Surveying in the body sized
chamber was hard with two bodies and a body sized bag. We derigged everything past the awkward
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streamway, and took all the spare rope out, about 200m in all. Louise and Max had planned a bolt
traverse but this was written off. Septrin needs one last trip to derig but I don’t want to do it. I have
escaped the curse now, but Septrin’s final toll was stealing my spare waterproof.
Leads:
• 2010 tight rift; I fit through, but no way on. Unpromising.
• 2014 tight tube; I went one body length in, echo sounded like a sump.
• 2014 ‘walking passage’; non-existent. Bypass found overhead to small pitch. Cappable rift leads
to walking streamway or sump.
Advise for next time: you must be prepared for Septrin as it will take a piece of you every visit (and
pieces of your oversuit). It is a cave that requires much of you but gives little back.
Wednesday 12th Sept 2018
Death Race camp
No log recorded

SD, DW, TC, JD

Death Race camp
No log recorded

RM, HF, LB, G?

Silvestre
No log recorded

DP, BC, DM

Oh What Pot
SC, EB, EM, TD
Today was a later start than usual. A good night of British holidaying in the bar the evening before saw
SC, KJ, BC and AG having a top shelf tour courtesy of the barmaid’s advice on the good and the bad
bottles of bear liqueur. We managed to arrange a lift up to the Whitehouse and dropped a van at the
crossroads which meant we only had to walk downhill all day! Toby was our tour guide and got us to
Oh What Pot quite quickly and directly. Once at the top of the hole we decided to carry out our
prearranged extreme picnic plans and had a bite to eat. EM and SC kitted up and EM rigged the initial
drop from naturals, directed by EB. SC then followed and put in a rebelay to eliminate the rope rub for
the way up. Upon arriving at the ledge, we had a good look around, took some photos and video. We
didn’t find a safe option to drop any lower so instead dropped the rope to check the length of the
second pitch (27.4m) from the ledge to the chamber floor. The chamber appears to be fairly large
(perhaps 10m width) and has a boulder floor. The smaller way on to the rear of the ledge is stepped
and has boulder floors then drops around a corner before linking in with the main chamber. A small
drip of water can be heard coming from the main chamber. It needs revisiting with a drill and bolts to
drop into the main chamber. SC and EM returned carefully to the surface to the clouds rolling in. A
quick de-tackle of kit saw us enjoying the sun again as we walked down to the crossroads where we
got in the van back to Tresviso. A grand day extreme picnicking on holiday.
Rope length from surface to main chamber (needs a rebelay bolting at ledge 23m down) = 51m total.
Fallen Bear
CJ, HM, AR
In 2017 Dave P and Tom L re-rigged down to the last pot in Fallen Bear, spotting a window on the far
side of the chamber. However, they had run out of rope and mojo leaving the job to be done next
year. Hence here we were, heads poked out over the last pitch (Pitch Victor) looking at an inlet
meander into the main pot – not a very good lead! However, the draught was immense. We went
back up the previous pitch (P27) to a window CJ spotted on the down, this was simply a parallel shaft,
which we could see reached the same point as the P27. Back to Pitch Victor it was. H bolted down to
Dave’s meander, Spanish footprints in it. Down to the floor of the pitch (~45m, not 32m as the
Spanish survey says). The way on from here is a low crawl in water, with the same immense draught
howling through. CJ pondered getting into the water, it didn’t look to bad, but decided this wet caving
was not for us and we knew several people on the hill in wet suits. We graciously backed off, derigging the rope and coiling at the top of this wet pitch (with hangers and maillons attached). The rest
of the cave was left rigged, with only the top 20m rope brought out (a bag was left in the bottom). It
will be interesting to see how the main entrance pitch rope fairs after a ‘Picosian’ Winter.
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Rigging for last pitch 50m rope, 5 hangers and maillons. All left at top of pitch.

Picture: The ‘Fallen Bear’, Torca Branaredonda (Jason Gotel).
Agua- bug hunt
WB, DJC
With some assistance from Lady Gin last night, Derek had agreed to introduce me to the Agua
entrance streamway so that I might go on a bug hunt. The descent was enjoyable with very good
views although it became quickly clear that concentrating on my footwork was needed. The joy of a
speedy descent was tempered however by the knowledge that I had to trudge back up the thing.
Upon reaching the cave, Derek showed off his fine boat captaincy skills by gliding across to the
ascending tubes wearing only boots plus t-shirt and shorts. I was less elegant, wearing a furry
accompanied by fashionable pink wellies, but cracked on and we were soon up at the streamway.
What a quality cave, the water roaring around was cool and whilst Derek waited, I climbed up into the
roof to look for bits and pieces. The roped step across the streamway wasn’t too bad and the rest of
the clambering was easy. I couldn’t find anything in the streamway or in the little pools on the
passage sides except for a springtail on top of a pool. Unfortunately, it was far too skilful in escape
methods to succumb to the beardy lunatic with the tweezers and I lost the thing, accidentally flinging
it into the streamway. Deciding to be more conservation minded in future, and conscious that Derek
was just stood around probably getting cold, I popped back, resigned to having found nowt. This
turned out to be a good strategy as he pointed me towards a pool in a small side passage. After
manoeuvring myself into position above the pool, I spotted several white doodahs crawling about in
the bottom. After much messing, I discovered the best way to sample these is to suck them into a
pipette. They appear to be blind as they couldn’t see the pipette coming (or they may just be stupid).
The walk back was predictably long and trudgey but the company was fine and the sun wasn’t shining
so my ginger skin did not get burnt. The bugs appear to some sort of eyeless white isopod but I cannot
know for sure because shortly after I pickled them in ethanol, I decided to pickle myself at the bar. A
great day and I’d really like to return to Agua at some point to actually go caving.
WB
Thursday 13th September 2018
Cueva del Marniosa

AG, LB
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No log recorded
Silvestre
No log recorded

DP, HM, CJ, JG

Friday 14th September 2018
• Not What Pot 0361345 4787227 1500m
• T340 0361225 4787335 1503m - Rediscovered every year, not yet descended, not details. Needs
descending.
• Marniosa 0361362 4790457 888m (Joe 2018) 977m (Chris)
Saturday 15th September 2018
Agua – derig
Collecting dinghy from entrance

EB, TC

Valdediezma approx. above Stephen & Colin’s aven (by Derek C)
1)
0361553 4789244 Shake hole
2)
0361669 4789332 Cave-Chamber *
3)
0361694 4789377 Shake hole
4)
0361814 4789475 Spring
5)
0361844 4789521 Shake hole
6)
0361985 4789607 Puddle
7)
0362091 4789727 Big Slot
8)
0362136 4789795 Slot
9)
0362186 4789831 Slot
10)
0362242 4789826 Slot?
11)
0362292 4789896 Leaf Shake hole
Cave Entrances above Downstream Marniosa (dot means degrees symbol) Spillane’s LAT/LONG!
AS4
43.14'58"N, 04.41'45"W
362334 4789911
AS5
43.14'57"N, 04.41'47"W
362288 4789882
AS6
43.14'56"N, 04.41'50"W
362220 4789852
AS7a
43.14'56"N, 04.41'52"W
362175 4789853
AS7b
43.14'55"N, 04.41'52"W
362174 4789822
AS8
43.14'55"N, 04.41'54"W
362129 4789823
AS4
43.14'46"N, 04.41'44"W
362349 4789541
Spillane’s LAT/LONG converted for de la Corta
SIMA VUC POT 0361948 4788450 1320
(43.14'10.39"N, 04.42'00.82"W)
AS2
0361802 4788448 1290
(43.14'10.24"N, 04.42'07.28"W)
Spillane’s LAT/LONG converted for Sobra
Cueva Donga
0360667 8789666 1150

(43.14'48.95"N, 04.42'58.66"W)
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Picture: Andara (Lydia Leather).
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Appendix H: Cueva de la Marniosa Plan (2018)
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Appendix I: Cueva del Nacimiento Plan (2018)

Appendix I: Cueva del Nacimiento Plan (2018)
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Appendix J: Cueva del Nacimiento Extended Elevation (2018)
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